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Buyers May Control
1980 Coal Production
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
Whether Kentucky will repeat its
record 1980 coal production in spite of
a 73-day United Mine Workers strike

this year will depend on coal buyers, according to figures released recently
an industry spokesman says.
by the state Department of Mines and
"We might get back there. It's pro- Minerals.
bably too early to say," said Tom • The figures indicated more producDuncan, president of the Kentucky tion in the eastern Kentucky
Coal Association."We lost substantial coalfields and less in the west during
production.
1980, and more underground mining
"The companies will try to make it and less strip mining than in previous
up," Duncan said.
years.
But he added,"The market itself is
This year, the UMW strike in April
the big question. How will the buyers and May and part of June cut producreact now?"
tion by more than half in the western
Kentucky produced 150.1 million
Kentucky coalfields and possibly half
tons of coal in 1980,leading the nation, in the eastern coalfields, Duncan said.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The National Weather Service said today a
statewide air stagnation advisory
would continue in effect for Kentucky
until further notice.
The unhealthy air was expected to
continue at least through Tuesday for
most of the state. Conditions could improve by Tuesday morning in the extreme north because a weak cold front
in the upper Ohio Valley was forecast
MAYFIELD,Ky. — The 26th annual
Members may make additional
to move south.
meeting of the members of the West nominations from the floor at the
A massive area of high pressure
Kentucky Rural Telephone meeting, according to Glen B. Sears,
covered the Ohio Valley and extended
Cooperative will be held at 7 p.m., general manager.
well into the atmosphere. As a result,
Saturday, July 18, at the Mayfield
winds were light and smoke, gasses
Several gift certificates and one
High School.
and other pollutants accumulated
year of free extension telephone serNotices of the meeting have been vice will be awarded at the close of the
near their sources.
mailed to the 12,250 members in
At 8:30 a.m. today the air pollution
business session. Prizes for children
Graves, Calloway, Marshall, Carlisle, will be awarded for the first time this
index in Louisville was 211 or the very
Hickman and McCracken Counties in
unhealthful category. The principal
year. Also, refreshments wilLbe servKentucky and in Henry and Weakley ed.
pollutant was ozone.
Counties in Tennessee.
The advisory said the elderly and
Seams will present his annual report
All members are urged to attend
persons with heart or respiratory proto the members. The financial report
this meeting.
blems should remaain indoors and
Three members of the board of will be given by Bethel Richardson,
reduce their activity.
trustees whose terms expire July 18, the cooperative's auditor.
Roy M. Lowe and John W. Galloway,
Trustees whose terms do not expire
both of Graves County, and Lassiter this year include Bill Futrell, Hermon
Hill, Calloway County, recently were Darnell, Gail Dobson, Stanley Jones,
nominated for re-election.
Cortez Schmidt and W.F. Cary.

Stagnation
Advisory
In Effect

FAIR TIME — It's that time of year again in Calloway County as the official opening of the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair will be held tonight at 6:30. Events today include the 4-H and FFA District Dairy Show, 4-H
Rabbit Show and the farm tractor pull. In preparing for the dairy show,cows and dairy families try to beat the
heat with some shade and a cool drink while final touches are put on rides of the Golden Empire Midway
Show. The fair will run through Saturday.
Photos Bv Jennie Gordon
,

Phone Cooperative
To Meet Saturday

Martha Pitman
Second.Runnerup
To Miss Paducah

47
0
.
"
2
11OW
Miss Martha Lyle Pitman, 18-year.2
old daughter of Dr. and Mrs. W. J. Pitman of Murray, was selected second
runnerup in the 1981 Miss Paducah
Scholarship Pageant Saturday.
teorsei4IS.,The Miss Paducah title went to
Laura Elizabeth Peavler, 18, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Peavler
of Paducah.
Tamiko L. York, 17, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Oliver York, was first runnerup; Cheryl M. Glore, 21, daugher
of Mr. and Mrs. James A. Glore, Sr.,
and a former Murray State University
cheerleader was third runnerup and
Kim Hamilton, 20, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. William Hamilton, was
fourth runnerup.
Fourteen contestants were entered
in the pageant, held at Paducah
Tilghman High School.

Personnel Matters Decided
At WKRECC Directors Meeting
A Calloway County representative
on the West Kentucky Rural Electric
Board of Directors was unseated
while two new members were named
and a third was re-elected to three
year terms at the 43rd annual meeting
of the cooperative's members in

Mayfield Saturday.
Long-time board member H. G.
Gingles of Calloway County, who has
served on the board since the mid1940s, finished in fourth place in the
balloting of the overflow crowd of
members at the session.

Gilbert Baker, Marshall County and
Jewell Conner, Graves County, were
the new directors selected by the
membership while Joe S. Ray,Graves
county, won re-election to the board.
Conner polled 349 votes, Ray 311,
Baker 296 and Gingles 266.
The board re-elected Jeffrey
Howard, Graves County, as president; Ralph Edrington, Carlisle County, secretary-treasurer and Ray to
replace John Collie, Marshall County
as vice president. Collie decided to
will include review of applications for fetire from the board prior to the electhe Office of Tourism Development's p,.k.m of.directors.
N. Stroud, Jr., Tennessee Valley
Cooperative Travel Advertising Program funds a 50-50 matching grant Authority's assistant to the manager
which may be used for purchasing of power, urged the members to cut
advertising promotions to encourage down on the use of power by adding insulation and storm windows to their
tourism trade within the Purchase).
IndividuaLs involved in the planning homes and by setting their therfor tourism promotions and develop- mostats higher in the summer and
ment within the eight western most lower in the winter.
WKRECC general manager John
counties of the state are encouraged
Edd Walker told the membership the
to attend this meeting.
Inquiries regarding tourism related co-op has grown by 252 members —
issues can be made by calling 247- from 26,463 to 26,715 — and that total
plant assets are $25,313,570.92
7171,554-2097, or 753-8325.

Two Representatives To Be
Elected At PADD Meeting
A meeting will be held at the Purchase Area Development District office in Mayfield, for the purpose of
electing' two representatives from
each of the eight Purchase counties to
serve on a regional tourism committee. The meeting will be held at 4:00
p.m., July 27th at the Purchase ADD
office on Highway 45 North in
Mayfield.
The two representatives from each
county will be elected at large by persons from their respective counties in
attendance at the meeting.
Responsibilities of this committee

Sheriff's Office To
Continue Probe
An investigation by the Calloway
County Sheriff's Office is continuing
after recent break-ins at three
Panorama Shores residences, a
sheriff's spokesman said.
The break-ins, at homes owned by
Larry Hurt, Pat Carroway and Sandra Turnbow, all were reported Saturday,the spokesman said.
Sheriff's officials feel the tncidents
are related,the spokeSman said.
Items missing from the Hurt house
were guns, a camera and a projector,
the spokesntan Said. itpistol and cologne were reported gone from the
Carroway house, the spokesman said.
Nothing was reported missing from
the Turnbow
residence, the
spokesman said.
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Warm and muggy tonight.
Lows in the mid 70s. Partly
cloudy, continued hot and humid
widely
with
scattered
thunderstorms Tuesday. Highs in
the mid to upper 90s.
Extended Forecast
Only isolated thunderstorms in
the state Wednesday through Friday.
Lac Levels
02
Kentucky Lake
359.03

Paducahan Satisfactory
After Accident Saturday
A Paducah man was listed in
Driver of the car, Roosevelt
satisfactory condition and two Mur- Johnson, 31, Nettleton, Miss., was not
ray residents were treated and releas- injured,the spokesman said.
ed from the Murray-Calloway County
In a separate accident, Carolyn
Hospital after separate accidents Beatty, 35, and Pamela Beatty, 13,
Saturday, according to a Kentucky both of 1508 Valentine St., were
State Police spokesman.
treated and released at the hospital
after their car ran off the shoulder of
John Cox, 33, Elmwood Courts, Highway 121, seven-tenths miles
Paducah, was admitted to the local south of Murray, down the embankhospital with back injuries after the ment and turned over, the spokesman
car in which he was a passenger left said.
the roadway and slid into a ditch on
Another passenger, Terry Beatty,
U.S. 641, two miles south of Murray, 15, 1508 Valentine. was not hurt, the
the spokesman said.
spokesman said.

1939 Grad Back At Alma Mater

Whayne New Campus Doctor
Dr. Harry U. Whayne, a Hickman
County native who has practiced
medicine in several areas of the world
in the U.S.foreign service, has returned to his Murray State University
alma mater as the campus Orders-rt.
Whayne, a 1939 graduate, assumed
his new responsibilities July 1. He succeeds Dr. Jorge Garrastazu, who
served on a half-time basis, and
becomes the first full-time physician
in student health services since the
fall of 1979.
"Having the opportunity to return
to the place where I really got my professional beginning as a pre-med student is a satisfying feeling," Whayne
said. "My career has taken me to
many different parts of the world, but
I consider Murray home --and it's
good to be back."
His ties with the Murray community include 12 years in the practice of
general-family medicine at the Butterworth Clinic from 1955 until 1967.
He served as a member of the Murray
planning commission during part of
that time.
He is married to the former Joan
Butterworth, the daughter of Mrs.
A.D. Butterworth of Murray and the
late Dr. Butterworth.
Whayne, who is licensed to practice
in. Louisiana, Texas and Virginia, as
well as in Kentucky, 'has been
employed in the Federal Medical program of the..U.S. Government for the
past 14 years.
In the last 10 years, he has been basCain Panama, Indonesia, Taiwan and
Athens, Greece,as a regional niedital
officer for, respectively, Latin
America, Southeast Asia, East Asia,
and the Near and Middle East and
North Africa.

Dr. Harry U. Whayne
Whayne, who was born and grew up as staff physician of the Standard Oil
near Columbus on a farm along the Company of Louisiana in Baton Rouge
Mississippi River in Hickman County, and three years in private practice
earned the M.D. degree at Tulane with a group in Fort Worth, Texas.
University and the M.P.H.( master of
Whayne has been a member of Ow
public 'health) degree at the Universi- American Medical Association and
ty.of Pittsburgh Graduate School of the American Association of Family
Health.
Practice since the 1950s. He has servHe did his internship at Walter Reed ed as president of the Kentucky
General HoApital in Washington, D.C., Chapter (lithe American Association 7-4:4.4=.
and later completed the Global- • OfFarillly•TtactIrce
Parasitology and Tropical Medicine
The WhayneS, who live at 1612 Loeb
Course at Walter Reed Army Medical Lomond in Murray, havsLtwo
Center.
daughters, Lynn of RichmoisiVilldl
His experleflce alsc;iiiiihalea a yeai- Laura of I indsborg. Ka ns

.
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Events Planned At .0pening
better for West to duck his
Murray Country ace
but declarer could still
have made the winning
Club Wednesday play.

Sao Thurs.
7:05.9:30
GENII MACICIIIMV
CoWSTO•94/11 REIIVE
..(13 INE•TT.
JACMI C OOPF

7:15,9:45

ROGER MOORE.
JAM ES BOND 00T:

Chestnut St•753-3311

7:45—Start 8-.15

A Carload
*C7,

y-Calloway County Fair
July 13-18

TUPt

2' 5 • 753-33 ,4

Bid with Corm

Ladies day golf will be
held at the Murray Country South holds: 7-13-B
Club at 9 a.m. on Wednes•A4
.
day,July 15.
.10 9
•752
Due to many of the ladies
• K .1 10 9
playing in the Tri-State tournament at the Oaks Country
Club, no lineup was made. South Nortb
1*
1.
Those desiring to play are
asked to make up their own
foursomes and start play at ANSWER: Two clubs. One
the tee on Wednesday morn- no trump is an alternative.
But with five clubs and 100
ing.
Other events scheduled at honors, its best to rebid that
the club on Wednesday in- suit.
--clude Youth Tennis for Seed bridge questions to The Aces,
Dallas. Texas 75225.
beginners from 9 to 10 a.m., PO Box 12343,sed.
stamped envelope
Mtn self-addres
to
10
from
for intermediates
for reply
11 a.m., and for advance
from 11 to 12 noon; and a
swim party and picnic fl om
5 to 7:30 p.m. with Brenda
Maddox as chairman
assisted by Lashlee Foster,
Doris Cella, and Vicki
Baker.

We at Joe Smith's Carpet Center wish to

thank all our customers for their patronage.
Because of you we have had a successful
business for the past nine years. So for you,
we offer these Special Savings.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
retetved their home-delivered
copy of he NMI, teller 0 lines by
530 p m Monday-Friday or by
3 30 p m Saturdays ore urged
to call 153-114 between 530 p.m
stA I p.m. Monday ihroph .friday. or
330,. sod 4 p.m Saankvs
A circulation department employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of. your newspaper Calls must
be placed by 6 i.e. weekdays or
I p... Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of The MOM letiget I limeore I sit IS 5 pa.. Monday
through Friday and 1 a is HIS.
Saturdays
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Feeling hot, keeping cool

14

—J

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR LAMB — I am
a 60-year-old man and have
y Abigail Van Buren
worked outdoors most of my
life, doing such things as
construction work Now
when I work out in the hot
sun I almost have a heat
stroke. I am hot and require
air conditioning when everyDEAR ABBY: I read some time ago that Benjamin
one around me feels
Franklin wrote a letter to a young man advising him to take
comfortable. Can you sugan older woman for his mistress. I haven't been able to find
gest some medicine that I
it in any of Franklin's writings. Are you familiar with it?
can take for being overheatLIKES OLDER WOMEN IN TUCSON
ed? Would salt tablets help?
DEAR READER — Feeling hot doesn't mean that
DEAR LIKES: Yes. And here it is,from "A Treasury
your body is really any
of the World's Great Letters":
hotter. The sensation of
being hot depends upon the
June 25, 1745
circulation through your
"My dear friend: If you persist in thinking sex is
skin. The nerve endings that
Inevitable, then I repeat my former advice that in
MSU WOMEN'S SOCIETY — New officers of the Murray State University
sense heat are in the skin
your amours you should prefer older women to young
and not the internal body.
Women's
Society
fall
activities
the
and
for
plan
recently
to
met
paradox,
my
demand
semester. The ofones. This you call a
That is why a person may
ficers, from left, are Gail Baust, secretary; Donna Whitfield, vice president;
reasons. They are these:
feel hot but when you take
"1. Because they have more knowledge of the Wilma Beatty, treasurer; and Debbie Wattier, president.
his temperature it may be
stored
with
obserbetter
are
minds
world, and their
quite normal. Yet when a
vations; their conversation is more improving, and
person has a fever he may
more lastingly agreeable.
Group
be unaware of it because the
handsome,
be
to
cease
women
when
"2. Because
skin circulation may not
they study to be good. To maintain their influence
have changed that much.
over man, they supply the diminution of beauty by an
If you were ill and your
augmentation of utility. They learn to do a thousand
body temperature was
Frances Drake
services, small and great, and are the most tender
elevated, the circulation
through your skin would
and useful of all friends when you are sick. Thus they
FOR TUESDAY,JULY 14, 1981
the Ladies Tenof
C
Group
increase to cool your body,
continue amiable. And hence there is hardly such a
Country
Whst kind et day will tomer- SCORPIO
making you feel hot. But, in
thing to be found as an old woman who is not a good rus of the Murray
what the (Oct. 23 to Nov.21) rn'eV your case, you may have
Club will play on Tuesday, row be? To find
woman.
You may invest in art ob"3. Because there is no hazard of children. which July 14, at 9:30 a.m. at the stars say, read the forecast jects. Avoid legal disputes developed a decreased tolerSign.
birth
your
for
given
ance to heat exposure.
with
attended
much
be
irregularly produced may
club.
about a financial matter. Be
There is such a thing as
inconvenience.
The lineup is as follows:
willing to compromise with a becoming acclimated to
ARIES
"4. Because through more experience they are Court One —Cathy
Cathy Young, (Mar.21 to Apr. 19) inir
4 close friend.
heat; perhaps it ie:not as
more prudent and discreet in conducting an intrigue Carol Waller, Renee. Wynn,
ally. SAGITTARIUS
your
Inspiration
is
easy for you to do this now.
to prevent suspicion. The commerce with them is and Leisa Faughn.
Trust hunches. plans regar- (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
and
Body weight is a factor, too.
therefore safer with regard to your reputation;
You're intuitive and possess If you have excess fat col;
ding travel are successfully
Margarita
,—
Tw9
Court
be
to
happen
should
affair
the
regard to theirs, if
Ann revised, but avoid arguments insight, but a headstrong per- theywill insulate the
known, considerate people might be inclined to Marsden, Jan Wilson,
son is insistent on having his and interfere with loss of
after dark.
McCoart.
Sue
excuse an old woman, who would kindly take care of Uddberg,and
own way. A friend's loyalty body heat.
TAURUS
a young man,form his manners by her good councils, Court Three — Annette (Apr.20 to May 20)
pleases you.
There isn't any specific
and prevent his ruining hie health and fortune among Alexander, Sue Spann, Though a plan seems CAPRICORN
medicine to help you. Salt
mercenary prostitutes.
Janice Howell, and Deanna workable on paper, not all the (Dec.22 to Jan. 19) W
tablets may make matters
"5. Because in every animal that walks upright,the Parker.
Utilize free time con- worse. Individuals who take
parties involved will see eye to
appears
deficiency of the fluids that fill the muscles
eye. Originality leads to sue- structively. Meditation and salt tablets and don't drink
first in the highest part. The face first grows lank and
artistic activity are favored. A enough water are more likecessful results.
wrinkled; then the neck; then the breast and arms;
friend who is under the ly to have a heat stroke.
GEMINI
weather may be cranky.
Individuals who do sweat
the lower parts continuing to the last as plump as
(May 21 to June 20)
a lot from heavy labor may
ever; so that covering all above with a basket, and
A close one's need for peace AQUARIUS
lose salt and need to pay
regarding only what is below the girdle, it is imposand quiet may conflict with (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Social life has its ups and attention to salt and water
sible of two women to know an old from a young one.
your plans. Selfishness could
RINGSTAFF BOY
And as in the dark all cats are gray,the pleasure of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Thomas 'lead to disagreements with downs. Career matters go intake. I am sending you The
well. Others may test your pa- Health Letter number 7-12,
corporal enjoyment with an old woman is at least Ringstaff of Benton Route 6 others.
tience towards nightfall. Heat Stress: Cramps,
CANCER
equal and frequently superior; every knack being by
announce the birth of their (June 21 to July 22)
Count to ten.
practice capable of improvement,
Exhaustion, Stroke, to help
"6. Because the sin is leis. The debauching of a second son, Christopher Your work output is rather PISCES
out these conditions.
' you sortwho want this issue
virgin may be her ruin, and make her for life un- Ryan, weighing seven inconsistent. A few hours of (Feb.19toMar.20) XC
Others
A business adviser has a can send 75 cents with a
pounds four ounces, measur- relaxation will help you overhappy.
2 inches, born on come work pressures. Attend worthwhile suggestion. You long, stamped, self1
"7. Because the compunction is less. The having ing 20/
receive merited recognition, addressed envelope for it to
made a young girl miserable may give you frequent Wednesday, June 24, at 6:04 to health needs.
but a family member may me, in care of this newspaLEO
making
bitter reflections; none of which can attend
p.m. at the Western Baptist
have ego problems.
(July 23 to Aug.22)
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
an old woman happy.
Hospital, Paducah.
YOU BORN TODAY dislike
Keep your feet on the
"8th and lastly. They are so grateful!!!
They have another son, ground regarding romance. A routine work and prefer to
"Your affectionate friend,
2. The friend may show signs of keep on the go. You're an in'
BENJ. FRANKLIN"'Trent Michael, 24
over- novative thinker who can
or
mother is the former Vickie jealousy
hob- translate restlessness into
Enjoy
competitiveness.
Gamble.
above
the
took
ever
friend"
Whether "the dear
creative activity. Theater,
bies.
advice remains unknown. But in 1776, at age 70, Grandparents are Mr. and
films, T.V. and writing are
Franklin was sent to Paris to serve as minister to Mrs Edmond Gamble of VIFtGO
some of the fields in which
UA. you'll excel,if you take time to
France. There he had ample opportunity to consort, Murray Route 1 and Mr. and (Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
A
home situation is not as develop your creative potenwith women of all ages, but he always preferred Mrs. Dewey T. •
taff,
older women. Perhaps it was one of the younger ones Jr., of Benton Route 6. Great difficult as it appears. A fresh tial. A willingness to take
approach to an old problem
who told Ben to go fly a kite.
grandparents are Mr. and relaxes the atmosphere. Be in- chances attracts you to such
fast-moving occupations as
Mrs. Fred Kirkland of Mur- novative.
brokerage, selling, politics,
DEAR ABBY: How does one introduce stepparents
ray Routee 1, Mr. and Mrs. LIBRA
reporting and travel. Don't
gracefully? My parents are divorced, and they are both
settle for what chance throws
married again to wonderful people. Using the terms Clannon Gamble of Benton (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Misundershandings are
your way. Be willing to work
Route 3, Mr. and Mrs. Guy
"stepmother" or "stepfather" seems too unfeeling.
hard at the realization of your
I love my parents very much, and I truly love their new Blakney of Benton Route 6, possible with higher-ups.
own talents. Birthdate of: Inmates, but introductions are so awkward for me. Can you and Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Utilize creative inspiration.
Good
to
news
pertains
gmar Bergman,film director;
help?
Ringstaff of Iuka.
finances. Sidestep argumenWoody Guthrie, folk singer:
STUMPED
tative types.
and Irving Stone, writer.
DEAR STUMPED: Wity not simply introduce them
The United Nations moved
as "my parents"?
to its new headquarters in
CONFIDENTIAL TO R.F.N.: There is a solution for New York from temporary
every problem. Sometimes the solution is to accept hea
dquarters in a former
that which cannot be changed. In other words,if you
war plant on May 18, 1951.
pick a lemon, make lemonade.

Founding Father Was
Not a Cradle Robber

C
i
Tenns
Plans Play On
•g
Tuesday.
. Mornin

Your Individual
Horoscope

City Station, New York, NY
10019. The best way to get
the salt you need is in your
food. Milk, for example, is a
good source.
It is a good idea to keep
track of your body weight;
weight loss may mean too
much water loss, which is a
danger sign in terms of heat
tolerance. It is important to
give your body a chance to
cool off, so enjoy the air
conditioning.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
a lacte-ovarian vegetarian
and have been for a number
of years. In the last few
years I began to use dry
beans, peas and lentils very
often. Now I have been told
that eating legumes often
leads to severe mental
depression. This got me a little worried. Is this a theory
or a fact? I would appreciate your comment.
DEAR READER — Forget it. Beans are fine for
most healthy people. There
is no reliable evidence that
they will cause a mental
depression.
As a lacto-ovarian vegetarian you do need to know

that your diet may be deficient in vitamin B-12. Otherwise you should be getting
all the vitamins you need.
The milk and eggs will provide complete protein of
good quality to meet your
protein requirements.
Vegetarians often do not
get enough iron. You can
help prevent fhat by cooking
in iron pots and iron skillets.
The iron dissolved during
the cooking process will
boost your iron intake.
WOMEN'S WORK
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Shorter 'work-weeks won't
working
benefit most
women, according to Dr.
Janice Madden, a regional
science professor at the
University of Pennsylvania
here.
Her research indicates
that the four-day, 40-hour
week would complicate the
schedules of working wives
who, unlike their husbands,
have household tasks to do
each day.

4-

All Summer Stock
Balled, Burlapped-Containers
Sags huh July 31, 19111
Off

Bedding Plants
And Hanging Baskets

Professional Landscape Service

•

Jones Landscaping

/

Moe.-Sat. 11-5 Sea. I -5
407 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
ei Phone 753-1725 I
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SHOE SALE
•

SPRING & SUMMER SHOES

Aril

Name Brands — First Quality

V2

Tour Is Planned

GET BACK TO BASICS!
Follow The Diet Center Program Exactly

Just ask Gene Fitike...

Two vacancies are left on the Western Tour planned by
the Mayfield-Graves County Senior Citizens, according to
Frances W. Wilson, director of social services. The tour
will leave Mayfield on July 31 and will return Aug. 20.
Among the points of interest will be Mount Rushmore,
Yellowstone National Park,-San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Salt Lake City, Las Vegas, and Yosemite National Park.
Anyone interested in joining this group may call 1-2472566.

ALREADYDI
DISCOUpNRTicEE

Jim's Shoe Outlet
Southside Shopping Center
11111111111Y, KY.

All Sales

Final • No Eschews • Na Refunds

••

HE LOST 210POUND
IN JUST 111/2 MONTHS

1/2 PRICE

"The Diet Center probably saved my life
and added a whole new outlook on
living! By following this marvelous
• program, I lost 210 pounds and
over 200 measured inches in just
2 months!"
/
111

'Spring & Summer
Merchandise
*Party Dresses
*Swim Suits
*Cover Ups
*Purses

DIET CENTER
The Natural Way
To Lose Weight'

•••••

V*4 AT THE LOS/

CloseOut On Lingerie
All Items $3.00
And A $5.00 Rack

DIET
CENTER
INC..
Walnut Plaza—Suite 203 5th & Walnut Murray, Ky. Phone 753-0020
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Looking Back

M1011

10 Years Ago

ALREADY?

Business Mirror

BUT I JUST
GOT WERE.'

By JOHN CUNNIFF

4
.

Creative

/

NEW YORK AP) — Would you like
to save thousands of dollars — maybe
eyen $50,000 or more — with little
more effort than it takes to sign a few
cuments? Some of you can, beginnIlig today.
This is not a sales pitch. Instead, it
in an illustration of how
creative
handling of finances can produce
enormous rewards, and how a
careless approach to money matters
can cost you very dearly.
Among other things, it is one of
those many practices that, when totaled together, answer that perennial
mystery question: How can your
neighbor live so much better than you
*then you earn as much as he does?
You need only two things to impleiDent this technique, a mortgage and
gn ordinary life insurance policy,says
Peter Daly, an insurance and financial analyst for Prentice-Hall, who
tiorked out this example.
Assume, he says for the purpose of
glustration, that you have a brand
pew 30-year, $50,000 mortgage at 14
percent interest, with monthly
payments of $592. Such a mortgage is
hardly a rarity today.
Further, assume you are 40 years
old and have just bought a $100,000 ordinary life insurance policy for $2,005
a year, or $167 a month. Such policies
generally permit you to borrow on the
cash value at8 percent.
. If you're like most people," said
Daly, who was a general insurance
agent before becoming a senior editor
at the publishing company, "you'll
budget $759 a month to meet your
mortgage and premium costs."
And, he continues, when you're 70
years old, your home will be free and
'clear. Not bad, he says, but you could
. have it much better.
"Under our plan, you'll finance
f{borrow on) your insurance and pay
'nff your 30-year mortgage in 16 years,
when you're 56. And, you'll have acquired debt-free insurance in 20
years,three months, when you're 60."
• For 6 years, he continues, you pay
$592 a month for the Mortgage and
$167 for the insurance, to meet tax
rode requirements and to build cash
!value and dividends to permit you to
to borrow on the policy.
At the end of six years, you have
$49,050 in principal remaining on your
mortgage. Your insurance, on which
you have been paying regular
premiums, has no outstanding loans.
But it does have loan value.
Up to this point, nothing creative
has been attempted.
Now it begins.
From the 7th through the 16th year,
instead of paying $592 every month on
, the mortgage and $167 on the insurance — a total of $759 — you pay
$761 on the mortgage and borrow
enough from the policy to pay the in-

Saving

surance premium. Your dividends
will be used to pay the interest.
At the end of the 16th year, says Daly, your mortgage principal will be
zero. You will have paid off your mortgage.14 years ahead of time. But, you
will have a $20,500 loan on the life insurance.
So, for the 17th through 20th year,
and an additional three months, you
pay nothing for the mortgage, it having been paid. Now you must concentrate on the insurance. You pay $759
each month, $167 of it premium
payments, and $592 to amortize the
loan.
Says Daly: "At the end of 20 years
and three months,not only do you own
the home free and clear, but your life
insurance loan is paid up. From then
on, you pay only the insurance
premium of $167 a month."
By his calculations, your net savings will have come to $60,224 when
compared with the more conventional
technique of meeting the mortgage
payment each month for 30 years, or
until age 70.
You will have accomplished it all by
doing at least two very important
things in these days of extremely high
interest rates:
1. You will have availed yourself of
the relatively low loan rates that, by
law, insurance companies are compelled to offer on cash-value policies.
2. You will have reduced by 14 years
the duration of your interest
payments on the higher-cost mortgage loan.
Daly works it out this way: You'll
have seized $592 a month for 117 months(the difference between 20 years,3
months, and the full 30 years called
for in the mortgage),or $69,264.
From this you deduct costs. You
will have used up $8,800 of dividends
and spent an extra $2 a month ($761
versus $759)from the 7th through 16th
years, for another $240, or a total of
$9,040. The net: $60,224.
Some factors might make-the net
bigger or smaller:
—If you've already built up cash
value, you might begin the program
immediately and thus save more.
—Some older policies have loan
rates of5 percent, rather than 8.
—Tax brackets, which aren't considered iii this example,could change
the net savings. And paying off a mortgage loan early eliminates the interest deduction on income taxes,
which can greatly lower taxes.
Whatever criticism_ you might have
— some will argue that if inflation
persists, a long-term loan should be
allowed to run,since the repayment is
in cheaper dollars — the technique is
something to think about.
Why not? Everyone is thinking
money these days,and few have found
ways to save it.
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eCoplay News Service

Inside Report

Tale Of Two Countries

The idea is that the liability for the
$871 million in present state road
bonds outstanding will be transferred
to the federal government, thereby
wiping the state's slate clean to issue
the $300 million in new bonds.
This sounds almost too good to be

TI
Fun
Angi

20 Years Ago

GENEVA,Switzerland — The irony
of Europe's two biggest internal
political changes.today is that while
Poles are risking their very lilies in
trying to free themselves from the
restraining grip of socialist government, Frenchmen by their free votes
have taken the opposite course.
The overpowering consensus of an
economically prostrate Poland seeks
an end to the central government's
supremacy,even if that tempts Soviet
intervention. Prosperous France,
discontented with the natural
distribution of its wealth,asks government to be a leveller.
This 1981 tale of two countries could
end in a double tragedy. Poland's
quest for personal liberty ultimately
may reap steel and blood from its
superpower neighbor. France's
periodic dalliance with socialism,
limited in the past by rapid failure,
may be extended so long this time by
the rigidity of the Gaullist constitution
that the nation's social and economic
systems become profundly
disordEred.
The ironic contrast deepens with the
French decision to take into the
Cabinet four communists, members
of an anti-democratic party that
deplores the process under which they
have entered government. In Poland
a free election would turn out the communists, a privilege denied the Poles
by Leninism, which prohibits genuine
opposition parties, and by the
Brezhnev Doctrine, which prohibits
any rollback of European corn=mimes borders.
Actually, the French Communist
Party is at an all-time low. That permitted the election as president of
Socialist Francois .Mitterrand by
minimizing fear of communist influence in his govertunenk.,
In truth, those four costitntudsts in
true. Therefore, the guestion marks
minor Cabinet posts are far less imfrom this column are raised.
If the idea is true, the bond firms portant then the doctrinaire Marxism
that market the issues and law firms reflected by many socialists in the
that draft the bond indentures have a Mitterrand regime, including the
new bonanza opened to them that will president himself.
The decision to nationalize France's
make millions.
According to the federal Census big, private banks and 10 other inBureau,there were 117,740 millions of dustries represents Mitterrand's
dollars in bonds of states outstanding dogmatic socialism resembling a
for fiscal 1978-1979. These figures dogmatism that Poles see at the heart
were obtained from the Council of of their own economic misery. All but
state governments in Lexington.
Legal firms usually get one-half to
one percent for drafting the bond indentures and the bonding firms that
sell them usually get one percent and
more.
lam said, I am the voice of owe
It would be almost inconceivable to crying In the wilderness Make straight
believe that all states'financial health the way of the lord, as said the
is strong enough to make refunding prophet Isaiah." John 1:23
bonds attractive to buyers. It also
John the Baptist had only one misIsn't probable that there is enough investment capital floating around in sibn in life, and that was to point all
the private sector to purchase these men to Jesus Christ. And that is 1h2
bonds if all states go into the market. mission of every Christian, for Jesus
But for the sake of discussion, let's said "Ye shall be my witnesses' (Acts
1:8
assume there is plenty of investment
money hunting tax-free bonds.
The cities can do the same thing,
Mirrray Ledger & Times
and their outstanding bonded indebtedness is almost as much as that
I USPS306-700(
of the 50 states. Such a plan could
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Refunding Plans
FRANKFORT — This column will
pursue the idea discussed last week
for refunding the Kentucky Turnpike
Authority's plan to refund the state's
$621 million Inroad bonds.
Transportation Secretary Frank
'Ideas contends the state -can issue
irefunding bonds; use the money to
:purchase federal securities at suffi-dent higher interest rates to pay off
:holders of the state's refunding bonds
and still make a profit of $10.8 million.
Last week this was called a "Cat
and Rat Farm" idea. This theory is
that there are no operating costs. The
cats eat the rats. The cats are killed
and skinned. The carcasses of the cats
are fed to the rats. Therefore there is
no food costs for the rats or the cats.
The cats' hides are sold to make the
profit, all clear.
The state's refunding bonds will be
tax free, both federal and state,to the
purchasers, thereby making them
very attractive.
Individual purchasers of Treasury
notes and certificates of deposit must
pay federal income taxes, but not
state, on the earned interest.
Therefore, tax free state bonds are
sometimes more attractive to persons
with large incomes.
US. Treasury obligations are
issued presently up to periods of 30
years, but the state anticipates buy*
no longer than 20-year obligations,
staggering the maturity dates to coincide with the maturity dates of the
refunding bonds.
When this is done, the state then
plans to issue an additional $300
million in industrial development
road bonds authorized by the 1980
legislature.

By Rowland Evans
and Robert Novak

Marilyn Simons, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Chuck Simons, was crowned
as the 1971 Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees Fair Queen. First nuinerup
was Cindy Colson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Cletus Colson, and second
runnerup was Georgianna Furgerson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Furgerson.
Steve McCuiston, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. McCuiston, showed the
Grand Champion Holstein, and Kenneth Paschall, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Carves Paschall, showed the Grand
Champion Jersey in the 4-H Cattle
Show at the Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair.
0.S. Wall of Calloway County, A. D.
Willingham of Graves County, and
Ralph Edrington of Carlisle County
were reelected as directors of the
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation at tht
meeting held at Carlisle County High
School.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Michael William Free on July 8, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Duncan on July 9.
The Symphony Orchestra Festival,
directed by Neale Mason, will open
tonight at Murray State University.
Murray State Golf Coach Buddy
Hewitt shot a one-under-par 70 at the
Rolling Hills Golf Course on July 11 to
win the Rolling Hills Invitational
Tournament at Paducah over Dave
Barclay who finished with a 72.

Bible Thought

the Communist Party hacks in Poles
see at the heart of their own economic
misery. All but the Communist Party
hacks in Poland believe state-owned
enterprises must devolve to local
worker control and ownership — in effect,denationalization.
Polish sentiment against state
ownership is but one of many signs
that 35 years of the Marxist-Leninst
system there has failed politically. In
particular, Polish youth look west, not
east,for their goals.
That is partly caused by removal of
travel restrictions by the Polish
regime in recent years. Young Poles
have seen the crammed shops of
Copenhagen,Frankfurt and Paris and
compared that with bare shelves in
Warsaw (as well as the meager offerings in Moscow).The young travellers
have seen firsthand that, contrary to
communist propaganda, Western prosperity is not accompanied by oppression of the masses.
Polish - youths, born and indoctrinated under communism now look
on the interwar period of 1919-1939 not
as the reactionary interval depicted
by their schoolbooks but as two
decades of true independence and
relative economic stability. This helps
explain the cult that has developed
around Marshal Josef Pilsudzki,
Polish strongman of that interwar
period. Pilsudzki T-shirts, buttons and
photos are sold on the Warsaw
University campus.
France's political turbulence, in
contrast, is not caused by economic
malfunctioning. The French economy
is robust, one of Europe's strongest.
But France remains burdened by a
class-ridden society despite its revolutionary tradition. Behind Mitterrand's election was more envy of the
rich than concern for the poor.
Even French conservatives concede a clear electoral mandate for
redistribution of income away from
the rich. Although Mitterrand's Industrial nationalization poses a
restructuring of the French economy
more basic than that mandate,
redistribution of income in itself sug-

gests massive policy changes:
greater taxation of wealth, higher
social welfare spending, more government regulation. That policy mix, as
shown by recent experience
everywhere, guarantees inflation and
stagnation.
Not is it likely to betemporary. This
is France's fourth socialist government of the 20th century. Each of the
first three fell of its own inadequacies
after two years, but Mitterrand's
surely will not. Charles de Gaulle's
Fifth Republic gives him seven years
as president with five years of an absolute Socialist majority in the
General Assembly. That is why
capital started flowing out of France
in anticipation of the election.
One final ironic link in the
dangerous paths being traveled by
France and Poland is the avowal of
greater support for Polish reformers
by the new French government than
by its conservative predecessor, in
keeping with the old Western socialist
dream of democratizing Eastern
Europe's communist regimes. The
french leaders seemingly do not
understand that proponents of change
in Paris and Warsaw are moving in
opposite directions this fateful summer.
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Navy U.(jg) John T. Vinson, son of
Mr.and Mrs. Jack F. Vinson, is attending the Combat Information Center
School of Brunswick,Ga.
L. H. Pogue of Henderson,formerly
of Calloway County,will be speaker at
the gospel meeting starting July 16 at
the Union Grove Church of Christ.
A 4-H Beef Steer Project was held
July 7 for members in Calloway County that had beef steers for a project.
Leaders were John Lassiter and Clint
Greer, along with County Agent S. V.
Foy and Assistant County Agent Glen
Sims.
Benny Ray, son of Dr. and Mrs. H.
H. Ray, is studying for his doctor's
degree at Peabody College, Nashville,
Tenn.
Men's dress straw hats are listed as
selling for one-half price in the ad for
Graham-Jackson this week.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Go Naked In The World" starring
Gina Lollobrigida, Anthony Franciosa,and Ernest Borginine.

30 Years Ago

If)

•.

The Rev. W. F. Cooley of Somerville, Tenn., will be the evangelist at
the revival services to be held July 15
to 21 at the South Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church.
Deaths reported include J. R.(Jim)
&hankie.
James Roberts, Will Mac Jones,
and Jimmy Boone are new officers of
the Murray Chapter of the Demolays.
The Murray Little League All Stars
took the Paris, Tenn., All Stars in a
baseball game by the score of 15 to 0.
Pitchers for Murray were Miller,
Buchanan,and Wiggins.
Assets of the Bank of Murray listed
in their published statement as of
June 30,1951,total $6,451,498.17.
Listed in the ad for Scott Drug
Company-Walgreen Agency is 100
aspirins for 13 cents.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Mudlark" starring Irene Dunn
and Alec Guinness.

Today In History

hEARTILIN
Heartllne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have
a question or a problem not answered
In these columns, write to Headline,
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt
reply, but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: As I read the
"Berkshire Sampler" newspaper,
from Pittsfield, MA,today I could not
help but notice the request for help in
obtaining eye glasses from "P.G."
You neglected to mention contacting a local Lions Club. The major
goal of all Lions Clubs is sight conservation and work to prevent blindness.
Lions Clubs help community
members to obtain the eye care they
require and in most cases where
financial help is required, they pick
up the bill.
Lions are also involved in hearing
conservation and prevention of
deafness. In Western Massachusetts,
where
•. -I live- there are 58 Lions Clubs,
with a tatal membership of 10,000.
Worldwide, there are 34,028 Lions
Clubs and a total membership exceeding 1.3 million.
Our motto is "We Serve", so in the

•*

411,i111,0,
11 1a
1
future If You hear from someone in
need of otw help,send them to us. You
can obtain a directory of all Lions
Clubs by wridng to:
Lions Club International
300-22nd St.
Oak Brook,IL 60570
Write to the attention of Lions Information Department. R.F.
ANSWER: Thank you so much for
your letter. We are sure that more
elderly people who could not afford
eyeglasses, or even proper examinations, would be seeing better right
now if the goals of your organization
were more publicised.
HEARTLINE: We read your column in the Dallas Morning News. We
never thought we would be writing to
you for information, but here goes.
My husband's doctor, a neurologist,
has advised him to go to the Mayo
Clinic for further tests. We need to
know how much of the airplane tickets
will be covered by Medicare. Also, he
cannot go alone,so we need to know if
Medicare wW cover part of the cost of
my airplane tickets too. K.W.
ANSWER: Medicare will pay
nothing on the cost of airplane tickets
regordless of where you must go for
further tests. However, they will help
to pay for the tests themselves, when
they are for diagnostic purposes, and
not part of a regular physical examination.

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, July 13, the 194th
day of 1981. There are 171 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On July 13, 1960, Democrats picked
senator John Kennedy of
Massachusetts to be their president.
On this date:
In 1787, the US. Congress enacted
an ordinance for the government of
the Northwest Territory. - In 1863,rioting against the Civil War
military draft broke out in New York,
killing some 1,000 people during the
next three days.
In 1919, the first dirigible to cross
the Atlantic Ocean — Britain's "4-34"
— completed its round trip.
And in 1977, a power blackout virtually paralyzed New York Qty and
caused widespread looting.Ten years ago: Firing squads in
Morocco executed 10 army officers
accused of trying to overthrow King
Hassan.
Five years ago: 12 nations ended a
meeting in Paris on exploitation of
minerals in the Antarctic after 1989.
One year ago: The record-melting
heat wave in the United States
entered its fourth week, having claimed at least 383 lives.
Today's birthdays: Former boxing
champ Mickey Walker is 80 years old.
Broadcaster Dave Garroway is 68.
Thought for today: One doesn't
need to be a cook to criticize the cooking. — Samuel Johnson, English
writer (1709-1784).
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All-American Angus Futurity To Hold 34th Showing In August
The All-American Angus leg of the
Angus Triple 34th showing August 3-4. It
Futurity, known among Crown, will return
to will feature outstanding
Angus breeders as the first Louisville,
Kentucky for its Angus cattle from across the
United States.
Tom Burke,of Platte City,
Missouri, Chairman Of the
Futurity, projects that the
1981 event will rank as the
most outstanding in the
Murray Calloway County Airport
history of the Futurity. He
Bill Williamson
said that addition of a new
Cow/Calf Class in competition will increase breeder interest and continuation of
the Embryo Auction will
Res 1531746
OH 489-2216 draw large numbers. The
Embryo Auction, one of the
first ever held in the U.S:,
was first instituted at the AllAmerican Angus Futurity
last year and was highly successful.
Another Futurity official,
Joe Bill Meng of Bowling
Green, Kentucky, said addition of the Cow/Calf Show
Class this year opens new
avenues of competition
within the breed. As
manager of the Futurity,
Mr. Meng said any age cow
may show in the crass, but
At The
she must have a 1981 calf at
her side. Classes will be
divided into two groups - one
for natural calves and one
for embryo calves. AccorHours:
ding to Manager Meng, a
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
cow can only show in one
If you would like to discuss long-term financing talk
group and the calf will be required to type to the dam.
to us!
Winners from the group Al

compete for Grand Champion Cow/Calf. The Grand
Thampion COW/Calf will
then compite tor Supreme
Champion of the Show.

The All-American Angus
Futurity is something of a
"flagship event" which
signals the beginning of the
highly competitive Angus

cattle show season in the
Presentation of Premier Sire Award.
United States each year. Exhibitor Trophy.
Selection of Supreme
Well known for the honor,
Presidentation of Premier Champion.
suspense and Spirit which
surrounds the naming of the
Angus Supreme Champion,
the All-American Angus
Futurity draws hundreds of
breeders into competition as
they attempt to establish
outstanding honors for their
Angus herds.
When confirming the
August 34 Futurity dates,
Messrs. Burke and Meng
also released the following
schedule of events:
Monday-August 3
8:00 a.m.-Showing Get-ofFormerly Murray Warekeesing
Sire classes and Futurity
Farmers Grain 8,Seed
Females,
12:30 p.m. - Annual Luncheon,
2:00 p.m. - All-American
Embryo Auction,
3:00 p.m. American Angus
Auxiliary Meeting,
3:00 p.m. - State Board of
Directors Meeting,
6:00 p.m. - All-American
Futurity Club Social Hour.
7:00 p.m. - Angus
Booster's Club.
Tuesday-August 4
8:00 a.m.
Showing of Futurity
Cow/Calf Division.
Showing of Futurity Bulls.
Showing of Produce of
Dam Class and McCorkle
Challenge Trophy.
Presentation of Bob Asher
Herdsman Award.
Showing for Premier
Breeder Trophy.

Farmer's Air Service
Aerial Spraying

LAND BANK
oidfor,

Outpost Offke

Murray
PCA Office Building

CUCUMBERS — Betty Schindler, 1 304 Sycamore,
holds two cucumbers she has growing
around her
house. Schindler planted one package of
Burpee
Hybred Seeds the second week of May and
already
has harvested one and one-half bushels.
Schindler gardens as a hobby.

CCHS FFA Members
Attend Leadership
Training Center

NEW AMOCO
CAR WASH

Seven members and one
advisor of the Calloway
County High School chapter
of,. the Future Farmers of
America attended the Kentucky FFA Leadership
Training Center June 29-July
3in Hardinsburg.
Members attended five
classes relating to FFA officers' duties, responsibilities and leadership
development each day.
Mark McCallon, newlyelected president of the
Calloway chapter, received
the outstanding leadership
award.Only five outstanding

Complete Exterior
Car Wash
1102 Chestnut — Murray, Ky.

99

For Only

With Fill-Up Of Fuil
Service Quality Amoco Gas,
And if We Forget To Ask
You For A Hot Wax You Get it Free

BUCHANAN FEED AND SEED
SPECIAL

leadership awards were
presented out of 198 FFA
members present.
Kelly Crouse and Julie
Gargus each received
leadership awards.
Brad Canter placed third
in the FFA quiz contest. •
Other members attending
the center were Jeff
Paschall, Mike Wicker and
Scott Wyatt. Advisor Larry
Gilbert accompanied the
members on the trip.
The Calloway chapter was
one of 21 chapters
represented from across the
state.

100 Bugs Of Puppy Chew
24 Lb. Bag Reg. $6.99
"
With Cameo $6
Limit One No Dealers
vit & Pe Supplies
indudriel Rd.
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If your credit cards
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us.
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I

at

1

50e

BUTLER)

You can borrow enough to pay off all your credit card bills
(and other obligations). "Consolidation loan" is the fancy
name for it, but it's simply your way of fighting back. Your
way of getting control over your money again. Before it's
too late.

ler/o 1115%

Waiver of
finance charges
If you buy any of our new Case farm
tractors Or a used farm tractor of any
make
and finance it through J
finance
Case Credit Corporation
charges will be waived from date of
Purchase until January 1- 1982

GRAIN
A.P.R. finance charges
for the first 11 months

BIN
SALE

COLE'S
CONSTRUCTION

CRED
DIRIFT
OF AMERICA
I

INC.

With Case split rate financing
an Annual Percentige Rate
P.R.)of 10°, will be-applied
for the first eleven months of thr
-ontract On the remainder of thi
contract. the A.P.R.will be 15°..
Purchase must be financed
through J I Case Credit
C(Pro-Mon

753-3997 or call

In Murray:
,(in Bel-Air Shopping Center
Suite 2 •
Mei7534373

A.P.R. finance charges
for the balance of your
contract

or

... on purchase of any new Case farm tractor

Financing Available

Keith Hays
759-1869 or

Example,el 30•0.15•• APR.sp111 Ms unman
on purchase al now Cain Won Intoser
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Dorm payment
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¶4 23.023
$3323.0 00

on pproaese of any of our new Case
4190. 1290. 1390. 14900,1690
Purpoie tractors Casewiii
a
- check 101 1000... or you can apply the
amount to your down payment on a contract at normal rates NOTE. Govern
mert Agencies Departments do not
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Split rate financing

If you have a credit card or two, congratulations..,maybe.
Some folks have,found the cost of credit cards these days
outweighs their convenience. Crunch!
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By BOB FICK
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on next
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on next purchase of
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Associated Press Writer
rain and airborne sulfur
PURINA
WASHINGTON (AP) — In, dioxide and nitrogen dioxide
what amounts to a "quiet also are reducing crop yields
theft of food," billions of across the nation.
dollars in U.S. crops are beHeggestad, Heck and
ing destroyed each year by other researchers were testiDOG ME •L
at your
•
air pollution deemed safe for fying today before subcomat !Woman Feed L Seed
Dealer
humans, agricultural mittees of the House
Buchanan Feed & Seed LOW
mewsImes Any ii 11150
COUPON 1 1P11115 11119 31
researchers say.
Agriculture and Science and
"We've lost between $1 Technology • committees
billion and $2 billion worth of about research on air pollu- a
STORE COUPON
STORE COUPON
I crops" because of ovine tion:3,0.feet on crops.
pollution, says Walter Heck
"Our current research efof North Carolina State forts in this area are inadeI on next purchase of
on next purchase of
Purina
University. "That's a quate given the magnitude of
PURINA'
I
serious problem."
Rep.
said
problem,"
the
I
If the pollution could be George Brown, D-Calif.,
overcome, consumer prices chairman of the Agriculture
might be kept down and subcommittee on research.
farm income improved He said the government
at
puyr ionuar
Buchanan Feed L Seed -'
Dealer
because of reduced losses must "focus more attention
11111111111•01 Feed & Seed
and production costs.
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crop damage is ozone,according to Howard Heggestai of
the Agriculture Pepinment's Plant Physiology In-
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Billions In Crops

Our business is washing cars for
less than you can do it yourself!
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*BREAKFAST
*PLATE LUNCHES
*FISH DINNERS
309 N. 16th
753-4477

11E *iI®IK3E
OLYMPIC PLAZA
"MURRAY'S EXCLUSIVE TOBACCO
SHOP"
Humidor's For Tobaccc
v Pipes Lighters

Imported Cigars
Tobacco Pouches
Blended Tobacco
Hours:
Won.-Sat.9:00-5:00

and Cigars
Pipe Racks
Pipe Repair &
Mail Order
753-3174

Purchase

July 3

We Have Free,
Fast Delivery
Plus
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Did You Know

Harvester
,The Faires
Of The
Fair

Internatio a

* 1 5% Cash Discount On
Prescriptions
*Complete Insurance 8. Tax
Records
*Emergency Service Provided

HOLLAND DRUGS

EQUIPMENT CO INC

East Sid* Ct. S.
Downtown Murray 753-1462

Hwy 94E Phone 153-1115

COUPON OFFER

WE'RE GIVING
AWAY CASH!

NG
URC
EA"
0

THIS COUPON WORTH

10% OFF

Register each night
for the $50.00 to be
given away at our booth
at the fair!

ANY PURCHASE AT

EA

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.
Coupon Good July 13-18

iTi41BankofMurra
BANK"

limit 1 Coupon Per Customer
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"THE FRIENDLY

RAY,

Member FDIC

We At

Murray

Electric
System

We have formals
fit for
a queen...
121 Bypass

Support The
Jaycees
And Wish
For You AN
To Enjoy
This Years
Fair

Murray, Ky.

he Shouts
TOWN & COUNTRY
YAMAHA LTD.
Spencer Salentine - Owner

e

401 Olive

MF

Authorized Dealer for-Yamaha and Can-Am

753?8078 .
1 Mile East of Murray on Highway14

We Have The Tractors
That Place first
Everittime!
Industrigt Road

limisos Ow.

HOME FEDERAL
1201 Main

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Murray,Ky.

759-1630

Are you awning the highest iate
possible on your savings dollar?

You Will at

Home Federal
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District Dairy SHow-4-H & FFA
5:00 p.m.-4-H Rabbit Show
6:30 p.m.—Official Opening
7:00 p.m.—Farm Tractor Pull
Tuesday, July 14, 1981
6:00 p.m.—Holestein & Friesian Cattle Show
7:00 p.m.—Mini Rod Tractor Pull
Wednesday, July 15, 1981
6:00 p.m.—Jersey Cattle Show
—Family Night
7:00 p.m.—Horse & Mule Pull
Thursday, July 16, 1981
1:00 p.m.—Kiddies Day
6:00 p.m.-4-.H & FFo'1 Dairy Show
7:00 p.m.—Demo Derby
Friday, July 17, 1981
7:00 p.m.—Horse Show
Saturday, July 18, 1981
10:00 a.m.—Farm Bureau Day
4:00 p.m.—Pony Pull
7:30 p.m.--Gospel Music Show

,*4:0014(4:001400(400
Fair Week
Special

13-18 1981

Men. July 13-Sat. July

Amoco Car Wash
Register For Grand Prize
To Be Given Away
Sat. July 18th At 6 p.m.
hignmy

at•stmot St.
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Professional Landscape Service-

Jones Lanciscapin
A

THE ONE AND ONLY

//

Mon.-Sat. 8-5 Sun. 1-5
Phone
753-1725
407 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.

Look For Our
Money Tree At The
Fair

See our selection of AM-FM
Radios, Clock Radios, Cassette
Players, Portable Tape Recorders and much more.

CHUCK'S
MUSIC CENTER

AND WIN BIG
PEOPLEEIBANIC
-0 HY.
MURRAY

MEMBER IFDK

1411 Main—Murray,Ky.
Ph. 753-3682
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Most of the tine, former-owned cars and Midis ore on roods that never
see o traffic jam. lhe farmer's risk of occident or injury is for less than
the city driver's.
If you wont yor auto insurance rates to reflect where you dove toll ,o
your Farm Bureau Insurance Agent.
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Murray Swimmers Take
Second To Hopkinsville
The
Murray-Calloway
County Swim Team made an
impressive showing at the
Rotary Invitational Meet
held at the city pool on Saturday. Murray finished second
in a field u,f six teams. The
winning
team
was
Hopkinsville with 456 points
followed by Murray, 414;
Greenville, 395; Paducah,
354; Calvert City, 260; and
Mayfield, 151.
Contributing to Murray's
strong finish were Leslie
Franklin with 25 points,
Mary Jo Simmons,23 points;
Douglas Payne, 21 points;
and Amy Burton, 20 points.
The Murray swimmers
will travel to Calvert City on
Saturday for a relay meet.
Murray's individual winners included:

14 and under
3rd
Leslie
Franklin ;
BREASTSTROKE
10 and under and(Amy Burton(
12 and under- lat(Charla Walston
14 and under - 2nd
Leslie
Franklin;
,15-18 2nd I Monica Green
BUTTERFLY
land under - 3rd (Gaya Trimble)
10 and under -3rd (Holly Brown I
12 and under - 3rd (Mary JO Sins14 and under
- 2nd ( Leslie
Franklin (
FREESTYLE RELAY
Sand under - 3rd ( Jenzufer Parker,
Gaya Trunble, Anna Laura Fuson.
Vanessa Sammons)
10 and under - Ind ( Amy Burton,
Lori Payne, Amy Lackey, Holly
Brown
12 and under- 1st (Ctuirla Walston,
Cheryl Billington. Cathy Williams,
Mary Jo Simmons ;

14 and under - 2nd Bekah Bnx•k,
Vonnie Hays, Kim Sykes, Leslie
Franklin
BOYS'EVENTS
MEDLEY RELAY
8 and under - 2nd (Allen Rayburn,
Douglas Payne, Beni' Gresham,
Steven Gresham;
10 and under - Lit I Brian Shell,
Matt Stupwash, Don Easley, Jason
Towni
3rd ( Don Brock,
12 and under
Sean Terry, Eric Easley, Jonathan
Gresham)
14 and under - 2nd ( Robbie Marquardt, Bob Jackson, Robbie Perrin:Chris Franklin;
FREESTYLE
6 and under - lot (Steven Gresham)
land under- 3rd Douglas Payne
10 and under - 2nd (Jason Town
14 and under --3rd ( Chris Franklin)
BACKSTROKE
6 and under - 1st Peter Johnson) 8 and under -- 3rd ( Allen Rayburn)

14 and under - 3rd I Robbie Marquardt)
INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY ,
Sand under -3rd (Douglas Payne)
10 and under - 3rd (Jason Town)
12 and under - 3rd (Eric Easley)
14 and under - 3rd Robbie Perrin
BREASTSTROKE
land under - 3rd ( Douglas Payne )
10 and under - lit Matt Shmwasti
12 and under - 3rd (Sean Terry
BUTTERFLY
and under - 3rd ( Douglas Payne )
14 and under - 1st Robbie Perrin)
FREESTYLE RELAY
land under - 2nd (Douglas Payne
Allen Rayburn, Benji Gresham,
Steven Gresham
10 and under - lot ( Jonathan
Gresham, Don Easley, Matt Stop.
wash, Jason Town )
14 and under - 1st tRobbie Pernn,
Robbie lvtarquardt, Robert Hopkins,
Chris Franklin

By 111

NEW POR'
!African Job
Pfister, 34,8
the 1100,000
sus Chiunpici
GSTAAD,
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SHOWING HIS LATE KICK — Robbie Perrin approaches the finish after pulling ahead in the final lap
of the
boys 14 and under butterfly.
Stall Photos Bv Del%ld
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GIRLS' EVENTS
MEDLEY RELAY
land under - 3rd Jennifer Parker,
Vanessa Sammons, Gaya Trimble,
knna Laura Fuson ;
10 and ander - 2rid r Lori Payne,
tiny Burton, Holly Brown, Amy
Lackey
12 and under -- tat Tammy
Wagner, Charla Walston, Mary Jo
Simmons,Cheryl Billington
14 and under - 1st Bekah Brock,
Voruue Hays, Leslie Franklin, Kim
Sykes
15-18 -sd Kelly Thomas, Monica
Kelh Crawford, Missy Conner
FREESTYLE
6 and under - 3rd I VSneriSil Sammons
10 and under - Ind ( Amy Burton )
12 and under
Mary Jo Simmons I
14 and under - 2nd (Leslie
Franklin
15-18- 3rd + Missy Conner
BACKSTROKE
land under - 2nd i Gaya Trimble I
8 and under - 2nd (Jeruufe;Parker ;
10 and under - 2nd (Holly Brown ;
12 and under - 2nd (Tammy
Wagner
14 and under -3rd Bekah Brock
INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY
10 and under -2nd lAmy Burton ;
12 and under - tat ( Mary Jo SunMona I

...."'"`"••••••••••""•••••
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RECOGNITION FOR A STRONG SECOND — Rotary Club President Charles
Walston presents the team trophy to Murray coach Laurie Martin.

Tri-State To Have Shotgun Start Wednesday
The Oaks Country Club
will be holding the Tri-State
tournament this Wednesday
with a shotgun teeoff at 9
a.m.
IA - Vicki McLeary, Linda Brann,
Sandy McGinty - walk
1B - Betty Vowel', Carolyn
Caldwell, Ruby Bennett, Jane Ann
Nall.
2A - Lisa Rottman, Faye Brundige,
Velvet Jones - walk
28 - Wanda Mullmax, Virginia
Davis, Wanda Brown. Vicki Nance

3- Dean Conyer, Dot Ramage - own
cart, Virginia Rogers. Carol Farrington4 - Jerlene Sullivan, Mary Bogard,
Frances Hulse. Veneta Sexton.
5 - Sandy Weintraub, Helen Glover
- own cart, Nancy Ragland, Dot Sim)...
mons - own cart.
6 - Burlene Brewer, Jeannie
Morgan • own cart, Peggy Wynn, Ella
Volz.
7A - Tootle Winter, Betty Lowry,
Mary Anderson,Sue Brown.
78- Fairs Alexander,Sue Costello own cart, Doris Rose, Nita Hill

8 - Inus Orr, Margaret Shuftett,
Pam Mavity,Diane V illanova.
9 - Arlene Meredith, Donna
Trogola, Barbera Day, Toni Piercy own cart.
10 - Rita LaNeave, Toni Hopson,
Lois Jensen - walk.
11 - Peggy Noel, Pauline Green own cart, Ada Roberts, Mary Rose
Greenberg - own cart.
12 - Grace James, Sue Wells - own
cart, Elizabeth Slusmeyer, Betty Hinton.
13A_- Shirley Morris Janie Albritton, Mabel Rogers, Betty Cook.

13B - Joyce Wright, Jennifer
Crouse, Earline Metz, Jimmie Montgomery.
14 - Mary Tick, Sue Culpepper,
Margaret Barriger, Pat Habacker
15- Joyce Stratton, Juanita Hester,
Dorothy Graves, Myoko Wheeler.
16 - Denise Seltzer, Willa Locker,
Marilyn Herndon, Cookie Johnson.
17 - Mattie Cook, Marilyn Hopson.
Lolly Edwards, Clemmie Bernstein
18A - Phyllis Epstein, Catherine
Baker,Clara Peck, Lorene Rhear.
18B - Chris Walker, Suzanne
Oakley, Hazel Ray,Julia Darnell.

'1st—
GETTING SOME EXTRA ENCOURAGEMENT — Mary Jo Simmons (center) prepares to begin the final lap of
the girls 12 and under freestyle relay after Charla Walston (standing next to Simmons) had helped give
the
Murray team a decisive lead.

McEnroe Would Like To Go Into Hiding
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — For
the next two weeks, John
McEnroe would like to be
John Doe.
"I'm taking a vacation.
Maybe people will forget
who I am for awhile," said
McEnroe, who capped three
weeks of tennis history and
histrionics by overpowering
Tomas Smid 6-3, 6-1, 6-4 in

the clinching match Sunday
as the United States defeated
defending
champion
Czechoslovakia 4-1 in the
Davis Cup quarterfinals.
Jimmy Connors completed
the best-of-five Davis Cup
series before a crowd of
16,008 (11,718 paid) by
beating Czechoslovakian ace
Ivan Lend]7-5, 6-4 in a match
shortened to best-of-three
sets because it did not have

any impact on the team competition.
The United States will next
face 'Australia in the
semifinals in Portland, Ore.,
Oct. 2-4.
While McEnroe's twoweek charge to the
Wimbledon title was marred
by temper tantrums,
disputes with officials .and
the British press and a final
snub by the All-England

Club, which broke with tradition by not making him an
honorary member despite
his victory over Bjorn Borg
in the finals, he behaved
much better this weekend in
his hometown.
But that doesn't mean he's
changed his mind about the
quality of tennis officials. He
was clearly displeased by
several line calls in his lopsided victory over Smid, as

Summer Baseball At A Glance
13-Year-Old Team Advances Into Quarterfinal
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. —
The Murray Junior Babe
Ruth 13-Year-Old team moved into the quarterfinal
round of the district tournament with an 11-0 win over
Trigg County yesterday.
Murray did not untracked
until a defensive play in the
second inning seemed to give
the team the spark it needed,
according to coach Steve
West.
In
that
inning,
Hopkinsville's Steve Craig
led off with a single. Dean
Baker then sent a grounder
to David Dill at first base.
Dill fired over to Murray
shortstop Jimmy Brannon,
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and Brannon relayed back to
pitcher Jimmy Kelley at
first base for the double
Play.
Murray then exploded in
the bottom of the second
when Kelley led off with a
double followed by Dill's
single. After Tony Bybee
grounded out to score
Kelley, Mark McClard and
Darryl Workman walked.
A popup was followed by
Jay Watson's single that
scored Dill. Mark West then
doubled to score McClard
and Workman.

followed by walks to Dill and
Bybee. Chuck Adams then
grounded to the Trigg County pitcher, who threw to
third for one out before the
throw to first sailed over the
baseAk allowing Bybee to
scorfr.
A string of walks to
Worknunan, McClure, Watson and West then followed
to score three more runs
before Brannon singled to
score another run and Kelley
finished the scoring with a
two-run double.

Kelley pitched another
In Murray's half of the strong game for the Murray
third, a lead off fly ball was team as he finished with five

Cards, Cubs Win Easily

strikeouts and allowed three
hits in four innings.
Kelley's shutout was
preserved
when
Hopkinsville's Jeff Lester
tripled to left field. McClard
fired the ball back into Brannon, who then sent the relay
to Murray catcher Mark
West to catch John Sumner,
who had walked.
Murray's nett opponent is
Bowling Green todayy at 4
P.m.
"The key to the game
against Bowling Green will
be our overall defensive
play, especially in the outfield," West said.

well as his opening loss to
Lend]on Friday.
With McEnroe leading
Smid 4-2 in the third set and
the score tied 30-30 in the
seventh
game, the
Czechoslovakian player hit a
serve that appeared to be
good. The linesmen called it
good, but were overruled by
the umpire who called a
fault.
The Czechoslovakians
complained, but to no avail
— so McEnroe took matters
into his own hands. He
signalled to Smid to hit his
second serve, and rather
than trying to return it he
simply waved at it, giving
away the point.
The crowd loved it,
treating McEnroe to the
loudest ovation of the day.
"I don't like to get bad
calls myself and I don't like
to see other players get hurt
by bad calls," explained
McEnroe. "The ball was
good by a foot. There was no
way the umpire could see it
clearly enough to overrule
the linesmen."
As for the cheer from the
crowd at the National Tennis
Center, where McEnroe has,
frequently been booed, he
joked, "Let's hope I hear
more of it at the Open."

Defending his title at the
U.S. Open in late August and
early September is.
McEnroe's next big tennis
For the Yanks, Kevin goal. After his hiatus, he'll
Turner and Adam Chambers play tournaments in Moneach had a single
treal and Cincinnati as
In the Pirates' win, Bruce tuneups for the Open.
Thurmond had six strikeouts
"It felt good to be able to
and allowed three hits in four contribute to the team vicinnings,
tory," said McEnroe. "But
The Pirates' hitting was Stan Smith and Bob Lutz had
led by James Payne, who
.
, taken the pressure off by
had a single; a double arkl winning the doubles (9-7, 6-4,
two RBI, by dicey Waller, 6-2 over Lend] and Smid on
who had two triple and an Saturday to give the U.S. a 2RBI, and by Mark Miller, 1 lead). Australia, meanwho had two singles and two while, won its matches with
RBI.
Sweden Sunday as Paul
For the Astros, Jon Wuest,, McNamee outlasted 16-yearScott Lyons and David old Swedish rookie Mats
Wessorttmcfrhadlifngie.'11111talrf 24, 5-1, 64 874."
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Cards, Pirates Romp

In a pair of Little League - _In the Cubs' win, Brocdra_angua 'pair of Kentucky
e games, the Cards
games this past weekend,. Barton and John McMillen
the Cards beat the A's, 3-0, combined pitching efforts as and the Pirates romped by
and the Cubs rolled over the McMillen had five strikeouts scores of 14-1 and 16-2 over
the Yanks and the Astros,
Astros, 12-4.
in four innings.
respectively.
For the Cards, Jamie
The Cubs' hitting was led
Shields was the winning pit- by McMillen, who had two
For the Cards, Chris Hays
cher as he had 10 strikeouts hits, including a double, by
was
the winning pitcher as
and allowed only one hit.
Eddie Frazier, who had two
The Cards' hitting was led hits, including a triple, by he had three strikeouts and
allowed two hits in three innby Greg Futrell, who had Cary Alexander, who had a
three hits, including a triple, triple, by Joey Burkeen, who ings.
by Bob Kemp, who had a tri- had a double, and by Kevin
The Cards' hitting was led
ple, and by Shane Morton Jones, who had a double.
by Brett Christensen, who
and Shields, who each had a
For the Astros, Eric had three hits, including a
double. Grogan, Mitch Cauley, double, and four runs batted
For the A's, Jimmy Baker Chuck Baker and Sean in, and by Andy Rickman,
had adoub/e.
.
- Moore each had a double. - -. who harltailo singles.
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Grebey, Miller Clash Over Moffett's Proposal

Gap Between Owners, Players Widens Considerably

Sports In Brief
By The Associated Presa
TENNIS
NEWPORT, R I
I AP i -South
ptfncan Johan Kriek defeated Hank
Pfister, 34,6-3, 74 in the final round of
the 8100,000 Miller Hall of Fame Ten101 Championships.
GSTAAD, Switzerland
API —
Third-seeded Woitek Fibak of Poland
defeated top-seeded Yannick Noah 6-1,
74 in the men's singles final of the
8174,500 Swiss Open Tennis Tournament
GOLF
MILWAUKEE 1AP — Despite a
double-bogey 6 on the last hole, Jay
Haas posted a Iciver-par 73 Sunday
and won the $250,000 Greater
Milwaukee Open by 3 shots over Chi
Chi Rodriguez.
Haas' final round gave hun a 72-hole
total of 274, 14 under for the Tuckaway
Country Club course
Rodriguez, 45, had four birds in his
Last eight holes for his best finish this
season He shot a 69 for a total of 277.
ii cinder
Debbie
INDIANAPOLIS APt
Austin survived three bogeys on the
front side of her final round and
another on the Ilth hole to score a fourstroke victory over Hollis Stacy and
Myra Van Noose in the $150,000 Ladies
Association
Professional
Golf
Mayflower Classic
Austin, who brought a nine-stroke
lead into the final round on the 6,101yard par 72, Country Club of Indianapolis course, finished the 72-hole
tournament at nine-under par 279
TRACK AND FIEW
LENINGRAD, U.S.S.R. 1AP I — The
Russian team overwhelmed its
American rivals today and scored a
204-178 victory in the first U.S.-Soviet
dual track and field meet in three
years
Soviet women won seven of nine
second-day events and the Soviet men
took five of nine to break open what
had been a close meet after the first
day The Soviets led 97-93 after Friday's events.
OSLO, Norway 1API — Sebastian
Coe of Britain slashed more than a second off his world record in the 1,000
meters, with a time of two minutes,

)

12.18 seconds in the Oslo Games international track and held meet at Hulett
Stadium
Coe's mark was one of two world
records broken during the early
events. The other mark came in the
women's 3,000 as Ingrid Christensen of
Norway was clocked in 15 36.43 breaking the 15.30.6 set by Jan Merrill of the
United States last year
Earlier, world record holder Edwin
MOIlts of the United States extended
his winning streak to 71,including 65 in
finals, leading a 1-2-3 Amencan sweep
in the 400-meter intermediate hurdles.
TEL AVIV, Israel AP — Arnencan
synnuners swept four gold medals in
the final day of swunnung events in
the 11th Maccabiah Games as U.S. and
Israeli athletes dominated track and
field competition.
Mike Saphir, of Los Angeles, topped
the old Maccabiah record of 4.39.31
when he won the men's 400-meter individual medley in 4:38.36. His teammate, Andrew Saltzman of Bloomington, Ind., bettered the previous
Maccabiah record of 52.9 set by Mark
Spitz in 1969 in the men's 100-meter
freestyle with his winning time of
52.33.
SAN FRANCISCO I AP) — University of California student Hal Schulz and
LaurieBinder of Oakland paced a field
of some 3,000 runners enroute to
record victones in the fifth annual San
Francisco Marathon.
Schulz, 72, ran the 26.2-nule course
in 2:15.17, cracking the men's record
of 218.15 set Last year by Tony
Ramirez of Salinas.
Binder, 34, took the women's division in 2:38.04, smashing the mark of
2:43.20 set last year by JoAnn
Dahlkoetter of Berkeley.
BASKETBALL
TAIPEI,Taiwan(AP —The United
States won its fourth straight game in
the final round of the William Jones
Cup women's basketball tournament,
defeating New Zealand 81-50. The
Americans led at halftime 47-17.
In other games, South Korea beat
Canada 99-47 and West Germany
downed Taiwan's white team 69-61.
The Netherlands and the Taiwan blue
squad were idle.

By BRUCE Lowirr
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK I AP) — The
gap between the players and
owners in the major league
baseball strike widened considerably over the weekend
when Ray Grebey said Marvin Miller was Kenneth Moffett's ghost-writer and Miller
said Grebey was a liar.
The three are the principal
players in the strike which
entered its second month today. Grebey is the chief
negotiator for the owners,
Miller is the head of the
players' union and Moffett is
the harried federal mediator
trying to bring botli sides
together.
"It's getting very nasty in
there," Moffett said outside
the Doral Inn meeting room
after the most recent
breakdown in talks last
Saturday. No further
meetings have been scheduled.
Last Thursday, Moffett
gave both sides a plan
designed to settle the sole
issue — for now — of freeagent compensation which
has wiped out 392 regularseason games and put off the
All-Star game, scheduled for
Tuesday night in Cleveland.
Moffett's plan was accepted by the players. But
the owners rejected it. And
Grebey said of Moffett's

plan: "Marvin wrote it. It's"
a setup."
The incensed Miller later
replied: "That is the worst
lie he (Grebey) has told and
he has told many during
these negotiations.. The attempt to cast doubt on the
impartiality of the
mediator's recommendation
is not appreciated by any of
us. It is a low and scurrilous
tactic, a tactic that is
deplored by everybody."
Moffett said his proposal
was the result of data collected by himself and Nancy
Broff, general counsel of the
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service. "We've
been gathering information
to put together a format that
would induce bargaining,"
Moffett said. "It was our
work."
He also said it is not
unusual that one side — the
rejecting side — makes a
charge similar to Grebey's
when the other side accepts
the proposals.
Thg rejection brought a
note of dismay from one
owner. "This is a masterful
public relations ploy for the
players," said Eddie
Einhorn, boss of the Chicago
White Sox. "Now we are the
villains again."
George Steinbrenner, principal owner of the New York
Yankees, said in view of

management's rejection of
Moffett's proposal, it was
important that the owners
bargainers advance a new
proposal early this week.
Steinbrenner said he was optimistic, adding, "I think it
( the strike) will be over in a
week."
Herman Franks, general
manager of the Chicago
Cubs, said, "It looks like
we're going to get into the
'white hats-black hats' thing
again ...This is pretty sad."
Under the plan offered by
Moffett:
—An eligible player in the
top 20 percent at his position,
based on a statistical formula covering the most recent two seasons, would be
classified a ''premier"
player.

form of a professional player
would be limited to the top 12
ranking free agents. Compensation for any other ranking free agents would be a
special amateur draft
choice. Compensation for
non-ranking players would
be a regular amateur draft
choice.
—The degree of compensation for the top 12 premier
players would be based in
part on the team's,overall
standing in the previous two
seasons, with the league
divided into three groups —
the top nine, middle eight
and bottom nine clubs. If a
player moved up two levels,
the signing team would be

. i7wvia,
-47

—Players 35 and over,
those with more than 12
seasons in the majors, and
those who have previousl:
gone through the free
agency system would be excluded from the "premier"
label.
—Premier players would
be excluded from the reentry draft and permitted to
negotiate with any number
of clubs. All other players lb
would go through the current•
re-entry draft and be limited I
to negotiating with 13 teams.
—Compensation in the I

I
k
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Senior Open Finish Reminiscent Of 1966:
Palmer Falters Into A Tie With Casper Again

By HARRY ATKINS
%. AP Sports Writer
BIRMINGHAM, Mich.
(AP)
—
It
was
understandable that Billy
Casper was recalling the
1966 U.S. Open at San Francisco today while Arnold
Palmer was trying to block it
completely from his mind.
However, for Bob Stone it
was just "another day off."
,,Casper, Palmer and Stone
finished in a three-way tie at
the close of the U.S. Senior
Open golf tournament at
Oakland Mils Country Club
Sunday. Under United States
Golf Association rules, the
trio had to settle the championship in an 18-hole playoff
today.
The three finished 72 holes

at 9-over par 289, one stroke
ahead of Art Wall who earned $6,736 for fourth-place.
Today's winner will pocket
$26,000 while the other two
each will earn $9,586.
"It seems like we've been
here before," Casper said of
the playoff."My swing came
a little unglued at times,
especially on the back nine,
but I was able to produce
when I needed to."
During the 1966 U.S. Open,
Palmer led Casper by seven
strokes but let it get away
during the final round and
Casper beat him by four in a
playoff.
It was a similar story at
the 6,798-yard South Course
here Sunday where Palmer
'had it all hut locked up

before bogeying two of the
final three holes to let victory slip away.
However, rather than
dwell on his own faltering
finish, Palmer gave credit to
Casper and Stone for hanging tough.
"I thought Billy played
pretty well," Palmer said.
"He's always been a tough
competitor and he still is.
"I remember Bob (Stone)
quite well from the early
days on the tour. I played
with him a few times, but I
can't give an analysis of his
game."
That Palmer remembers
little else about Stone is
understandable. The 51year-old Stone is the pro at a
public course in Independence, Mo., who ap-

peared only briefly* 'on the
tour before a bad back forced him to give it up.
"So far I haven't been nervous," said Stone, who earned the third and final slot in
his regional qualifying round
at Kansas City. "I expect
that will change on Monday,
although I'm going to try to
approach it as just another
round of golf, another day
off."
The soft-spoken Stone said
he would be back giving
lessons and working around
the pro shop at Crackerneck
Golf Club if it weren't for today's playoff.
"I never thought this late
in life I'd find myself in a
playoff with Arnold
Palmer," Stone said with a
laugh. "Most people would

Brown Verifies Interest In Allen
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) —
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has
confirmed that he would like
to see University of Kentucky football coach Fran
Curci replaced, as soon as
possible, by ex-professional
coach George Allen.
In a copyright story in The
Courier-Journal's Sunday
editions, Brown was quoted
as saying he had become increasingly disencbanted
with Curci's program over
the last two or three years.
"I've been talking (to UK

administrators)'till I'm blue
in the face," Brown said,
"but nobody seems to be
listening. A losing team for
30 years is not good for the
state. I think we can turn it
around in a short period of
time and have something we
can be proud of."
The 59-year-old Allen has
been credited with turning
the Los Angeles Rams and
Washington Redskins from
chronic losers into winners
in the National Football
League.

The governor said Allen's
background in professional
football could enable him to
recruit quality players from
states like Oeio, Michigan,
Pennsylvania, Illinois and
Alabama.
Brown called Allen "a
milk and ice-cream guy"
who would fit well into a college environment. The
governor also said he
thought Allen could instill
the discipline he believes has
been lacking under Curci.
"I think it's the best oppor-
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tunity since (former UK
coach) Bear Bryant was
here," said the governor. "I
don't want to let a good opportunity slip by. A George
Allen might not be available
a year from now. I feel it's
not out of order for me to
present this to the president
(Dr. Otis Singletary) and the
(UK)athletics board,"
Brown said Allen had not
definitely agreed to take the
job, but added: "I think you
know me well enough to
know that unless there was
some interest involved, I
wouldn't get interested."
If the governor can persuade Singletary and the 22member athletics board that
Allen should be hired immediately, Brown said there
would be no problem coming
up with the money to buy the
remaining four years on
Curci's contract.
However, Singletary has
reportedly told confidants
that he resents the governor's intrusion into UK's affairs.
"I'm not going to overimpose my authority," said
Brown, "and, at the same
time, I'm interested. UK
football is at the lowest depths it's been in 30 years. Just
to struggle through another
year does not solve the problem. I'd like the athletics
board to justify what they're
doing." '
In a copyright interview in.
today's editions of The
Courier-Journal, Allen confirmed that he is interested
in the Kentucky job and
would probably accept it .if
offered.
"Anybody, whether he's in
college football or professional football, would have to
be interested in the potential
of a great school like Kentucky,-"—Allen said in a
telephone interview fry,nhis
home in Palos Verdes, Calif.
"I've said over the years
that if the right job came
along. I'd be interested."

able to protect 24 players
compensation
While
and the losing team then seems to be the sole issue in
choosing an unprotected the strike right now, another
player. If the player moved problem is lurking in the
up one level, the signing wings
full service credit,
team protects 30 players. If namely whether the players
the player moved within the will be credited for the playsame level, the signing team ing time lost during the
loses only an amateur draft strike. The players say they
choice. If the player moved won't return without the
down one or two levels, are credit. The owners dot
is no compensation.
because of the effect it has
—Further, if a team lost a on future free agency.
free agent and receives a pro
Pitcher Ron Guidry of the
player as compensation, it New York Yankees, for one,
would pay the compensating will become a free agent
team $200,000 if the compen- after the 1981 season if he
sating team was allowed to receives credit for all of it. If
protect 24 players and he doesn't, however, he will
$150,000 if it was permitted to not achieve free agency until
protect 30 players.
the end of the 1982 season.
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say they're jiist playing for, 0
the title, but the money's
always important."
Actually, either Palmer or
Stone could have won the title outright with pars on 18, 0
Guaranteed Tender
but the 445-yard, par-4•
?do Charge For Cutting, Wrapping & Freezing
finishing hole with the
plateaued green, jumped up
and grabbed both golfers. r
They each finished with
bogey 5 while Casper got
down in 4 to stay in the hunt.
Casper is 8-8 in playoffs 0
while
w
Palmer has won 14 and
lost 10 in the United States —
Phone 153-1601
plus two foreign playoff #
N0URS;7:00-S:00 Men.-Fri.
7:00-12:00 Sat.
defeats — during his long # 107 N. 3rd St.
career. It is Stone's first
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray." .
4
playoff in a major championship.
'4"41IWArAlrair----MI MIIIIINILN6.\\:
46.
11.
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Wholesale & Retail Meat

GiBsoN HAM CO.

Students shouldn't have to
worry about paying for
Hospital or Doctor bills.

Blus Cross'
Blue Shiskr
Dolts Dental w
Rankieliv

Your professionals in health care financing

And neither should parents.
With all their studies, social activities and decisions for the future to
worry about, college-aged students don't need the added burden
of potential hospital or medical bills.
And neither do their parents.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky can help—with a pre-paid
health care plan designed specifically for college-aged students. This
Student Plan offers comprehensive hospital benefits plus surgical and
medical benefits, so it gives the students the protection they need
and parents the peace of mind they want.
To be eligible for the Student Program you must be a full-time
student; enrolled in a Kentucky college or university, junior
college, vocational, business, nursing or practical nursing
school; or. a Kentucky resident attending an accredited
out-of-state school; and, under 27 years old.
If you're a student who qualifies, or a parent
of such a student, use the coupon below
to write for complete details about the
Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Stiident Plan.

Complete and mail this coupon to: Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky
9901 Linn Station Road, Louisville, KY 40223
Please send me complete details about the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Student Plan
N me 'A.college-aged student : ;Parent of a college-aged student
(am

Address

•

City
•
ram presently a member of Blue

Zip

Cross and Blue Shield. My Certificate Number

'4"0"olommowsw"•"0".....wisir„
,
• 47.
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'Captain Kangaroo'
In Stable Condition
After Heart Attack
t

•
•

NEW YORK (API —
duction on a revamped
"Captain Kangaroo" television show will be delayed until at least mid-August while
longtime host Bob Keeshan
recovers from a heart atto
tack, according
spokesman Steve Reichl.
Keeshan, 54, whb has been
"Captain Kangaroo" to
millions of children over the
past 26 years, remained in
stable condition today at
Etobicoke General Hospital
in Toronto.
Keeshan was stricken
minutes after his arrival
Saturday at Toronto International Airport. He had come
to 'the city to accept an
award for his service to
children.
"He's comfortable, and
he's in stable condition,"
said Steve Reichl, director of
information for Robert
Keeshan Promotions.
Right now, "Captain
Kangaroo" is in reruns on

CBS, but Reichl said
Keeshan's illness "presents
a problem for us." The show
is supposed to be revamped
Sept. 23, when its Mondaythrough-Friday morning slot
will be reduced from an hour
to a half-hour.
Keeshan created the Captain Kangaroo character in
1955, after five years as
Clarabell the Clown on the
old "Howdy Doody" show
and stints as Corny the
Clown and Tinker the
Toymaker on other programs."Captain Kangaroo"
went on to become the
longest-running children's
series on network TV.
Reichl said he.was not
aware that Keeshan had any
past medical problems. Normally, he said, Keeshan
tapes 100 programsa year on
a schedule that stretches
from June to December. But
the strike by writers — now
tentatively settled —
delayed production, and no
half-hour shows are ready.
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Johnny Cash Visits
Ailing Jerry Lee Lewis
In Memphis Hospital
Early today, hospital
MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP) —
Country music star Johnny spokesman Mark Sherman
Cash stopped by to see Jerry said,"The statement that we
Lee Lewis in a hospital's in- issued yesterday afternoon
tensive care unit while doc- is still the standard statetors worked against infec- ment. He still is in intensive
care. There has been no
tion tosave Lewis'life.
"I told Jerry Lee that I change in his condition."
Lewis, 45; has been in
didn't come down here to
start praying over him," Methodist Hospital South
Cash said Sunday after spen- since June 30 when he
ding about 10 minutes with underwent emergency
his old friend from the Sun surgery to repair a stomach
Records studio days of 5 perforation. He appeared to
years ago. "But he seemed be recovering until Friday,
when a high fever alerted
to want to have a prayer."
to the presence of
physicians
Sunday,
noon
mid-after
At
a hospital report said Lewis a massive infection in his abremained in extremely dominal cavity.
A team of surgeons spent
critical condition.
five hours working on Lewis
Friday night, removing what
a medical report called "a
multitude of abcesses" and
•
OPCOnnOr NOMIllillIVH repairing additional damage
to his stomach. The physiLEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)—
said Lewis was being
cians
Phi Alpha Delta law fratertreated with a combination
supits
nity has announced
of powerful antibiotics.
port of President Reagan's
In addition to the infection
nomination of Judge Sandra
his stomach, doctors said
in
O'Connor to the Supreme
Lewis was suffering from a
Court.
Executive Director lung ailment.
- As Lewis lay in the thirdFrederick Weitkamp made
intensive care unit, the
floor
the endorsement during a
room off the firstwaiting
meeting of the fraternity's
was crowded
lobby
floor
Board of Directors' at the
friends and
family,
with
Lexin
Hotel
Hyatt Regency
fans.
ington Sunday afternoon.
Cash, who called the
Weitkamp said the 100,000from Indiana where
hospital
organization
member
performing Saturwas
he
believes that Judge O'Conday, drove up in a limousine
qualified
"eminently
nor is
with his wife, June Carter
for the Supreme Court apCash.
a
pointment, having
Like Lewis and the late
legal
substantial
Elvis
Presley, who is buried
background in both the
at his estate just five blocks
as
well
as
judicial,
away from the hospital,
legislative,' branches of
Cash was one of a number of
government."
performers whose careers
The endorsement was a
were launched at the old Sun
first in the organization's 83studio in Memphis.
Records
year-history. Members of
Lee has been a
"Jerry
the fraternity include
of mine for the
friend
good
WarJustice
Supreme Court
Cash said."I
years,"
25
past
ren Burger, Sen. Strom
has a lot
Lee
Jerry
believe
. Thurmond and Sen. Barry
to sing."
songs
more
Goldwater.
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In appreciation-for your business and support
for the last seven years, we are having a 7

the
Dui
Kill
day
Pa
Nas

Day Sale. . .each day featuring a specific
group of items on special for that day only.
Also, there will be drawings each day for gift
certificates...A grand total of $700.00 to be
given away throughout the week.

Day No. /

Law Frat Supports

Tennis Day

1 Ten winners will be
chosen for $10.00
Gift Certificates

Includes all tennis clothing, all shoes
for tennis, accessories.

Day No. 2
Two winners will be
• chosen for $50.00
Gift Certificates

Day No..3

Baseball/Softball Day
Four winners will be
chosen for $25.00
Gift Certificates

20-40ty.

Includes all` gloves, bats, baseball
shoes, and all coaches shorts, softball
pants and jerseys.

Wednesday
Five winners will be
chosen for $20.00
Gift Certificates

OFF

Day No. 4

Day
Swim
Includes all White Stag, "Speedo" suits
and accessories.

40%

OFF

Day No. 5

Jersey Day

Four winners will be
chosen for S25.00
Gift Certificates

Includes football, softball, baseball jerseys and T-shirts.

Day No. 6
Check with us
before you pay
your next homeowners
premium.
You ve got to save every penny
where you can when you can
And your insurance is no
exception Call us tor a quote
on a Great American auto or
homeowners policy
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chosen for $20.00
Gift Certificates

Saturday

Unbelievable
Savings

One winner will be
chosen for a$100.00 Gift Certificate •
-

—No Purchase Necessary—Drawing for the Gift Certificates with,at 6:00 p.m. each night—
-Only the people who have registered that day are eligible to win that days gift certificates—
Need Not Be Present To Win
° TiRVIe
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There's

Deaths and
Mrs. Ora Vincent, Joe Walker Dies
Mother Of Local Sunday; Funeral
To Be On Tuesday
Resident, Dies
The funeral for Mrs. Ora
Moss Vincent, mother of
Mrs. John C. (Norinne)
Winter of Hamlin, is being
held today at the First
United Methodist Church,
Lake Charles, La.
Both Mrs. Vincent and her
late husband, Nore E. Vincent, were members of
southwest Louisiana
families and were both
direct descendants of John
Jacob Ryan, pioneer settler
and founder of Lake Charles,
La.
In 1915 Mrs. Vincent went
to Lake Charles from the
Moss Lake community on
the steamer, "Borealis
Rex," to attend business college after which she worked
for the Mayo Title Company
until her marriage in 1921.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Winter,
Hamlin; two sons, Rodney
M. and R. Wayne Vincent,
Lake Charles, La.; seven
grandchildren including
John C. Winter, Jr., of Huntsville, Ala., Nore V. Winter
of Boulder, Colo., and Mary
Eyrl Winter of Versailles;
two great grandchildren including Jennifer and
Honorine Winter of Huntsville, Ala.
A

Mrs. Horace Duke
Dies Sunday With
Rites On Tuesday
Word has beenareceived of
the death of Mrs. Horace
Duke, formerly of the
Kirksey area, who died Sunday at 5:34 p.m. at the
Hospital,
Parkview
Nashville, Tenn.
Mrs. Duke resided here
while her husband was serving as pastor of the Locust
Grove Church of the
Nazarene, a position he held
until about two years ago.
Their address now is 1704
Neal Terrace, Nashville,
Tenn.,37203.
Survivors include her husband, the Rev. Horace
Duke; one daughter, Mrs.
Ruth Ann Bias, one son,
Marshall Duke, and six
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the
First Church of the
Nazarene, 510 Woodland,
Nashville, Tenn., 37203.
Burial will follow in a
cemetery there.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy
take the form of contributions to a memorial fund in
her name mailed to the
church at the-above address.

Joe Walker of Murray
Route 5 died Sunday at 12:15
p.m. at his home. His death
at the age of 73 followed an
extended illness.
The deceased retired in
1972 as an employee of the
Murray Division of the Tappan Company. A veteran of
World War II, he was a
member of the Pleasant
Valley Church of Christ,
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons, and
Rizpah Shrine Temple,
Madisonville.
Born Sept. 12, 1907, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late John Richard
Walker and Mary Ella
Evans Walker.
Mr. Walker is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Bessie Bishop
Walker; two daughters, Mrs.
Billy
Joe (Marianna)
Williams, Murray Route 5,
and Mrs. Robert (Shirley)
Morcus, Brunswick, Ohio;
one son, Gerald Walker,
Rantoul, Ill., serving with
the U. S. Air Force at
Chanute Field.
He is also survived by a
half sister, Mrs. Roberta
Outland, Dearborn, Mich.;
one brother, Johnny Walker,
1602 Sunset Boulevard, Murray; 14 grandchildren; six
great grandchildren.
Services will be conducted
by John Dale at the
graveside at the Parker
Cemetery on Tuesday at 11
a.m.
Friends may call at the
Max Churchill Funeral
Home after 5 p.m. today
(Monday) where masonic
rites will be conducted at
7:30 p.m. tonight with Hollie
Alderdice in charge. All
Master Masons are asked to
assemble at 7 p.m. tonight
for the Masonic rites at the
funeral chapel.

Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
11 a.m., CDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Corp., of Murray,are as foLlowa:
Industrial Average
+2.57
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G.A.F.
General Dynamic
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Heublien
I.8 M.
Jerico
K-Mart
Kuhn's Big K
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
US. Tobacco
Wendy's

39 +%
3% Al
306 unc
56% +%
6% -%

221
/
4

1
4
15,14 +/
II% +%
49% +%
27% -/
1
4
24% -42
19 +%
36% unc
32 +%
561
/
4
2534B 25%A
19% -1
/
4
No Trade
27% unc
33% +1
/
2
35'4 +i
/
2
43% +1
16% +1
/
2

CEF Fund

Final Rites Held
For In Somers
Final rites for Irl R.
Somers of Murray Route 6
were held Saturday at 2 p.m.
at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. W. A. Farmer
of Como, Tenn., officiating
and Mrs. Louise Short as
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were Milton
Outland, Karl Lee, Walter
Fulkerson, Glen Garwood,
and James R. Wiston. Burial
was in the Outland
Cemetery.
Mr. Somers, 91, died
Thursday at 12 noon at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Louise Moffett Somers;
one daughter, Nancy
Somers, Telluride, Colo.;
one son, James Somers,
Rozell, Ill.; two brothers,
John Dewey Somers and
Morris Somers; two grandchildren; two great grandchildren.

Funeral Services
Held On Sunday
For Ryan Graham
The funeral for Ryan
Graham of Murray Route 8
was held Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Larry Salmon
and the Rev. Randolph Allen
afficiating. Gus Robertson,
Jr., was soloist with Mrs.
Allene Knight as organist.
Pallbearers were L A.
Jones, Bill Blakely, Larry
Blakely, Bryan Maness, Bill
Maupin,and Charles Byers.
Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Graham, 67, died Friday at 7:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. A retired employee
of the Murray Auto Parts, he
was a member of the Northside Baptist Church where
he served as a deacon and
songleader, and of the Murray Civitan Club.
Born Jan. 13, 1914, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late James Thales
Graham and Pearl Ryan
Graham.
Mr. Graham is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Christine
Blakely Graham; two sons,
Jerry Graham and his wife,
Janice, Almo Route 1, and
David Graham and his wife,
Rosemary, 715 Olive Street,
Murray; four grandchildren; one great grandchild.

17,75

"Continuous Family Service Since 1886"

95 Years Of Service
J.H. Churchill, Ronald Churchill, and now, grandson,
Tommy Walker have provided a total of 95 years of
family service. This allows the 1.H. Churchill Funeral
Home to arrange dignified reliable services in your
time of need.

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Nom
MI S. 3rd

Tawny Walker-Owner

753.2411

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)(USDA) —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
1700; compared to last week's close
slaughter steers 1.00-2.00 lower;
hiefera 2.00-3.00 lower; cows and bulls
opening steady; slaughter calves and
realer' poorly tested; limited feeders
steady to weak, quality very attractive; slaughter steers choice 9504210
lb 66.0049.00; good and choice 800-1150
lb 61.5046.00; slaughter heifers choice
785-1025 lb 00.0044.00; grade 5 and
commercial 930-1160 lb 51.2543.00;
good and choice 600-900 lb 55.0140.00;
utility cows 41.25-45.50; high dreasirig
46.00-48.75; cutter 39.50-42.00; canner
and cutter under 800 lb 37.50-40.50;
slaughter bulls grade 1-2 10004535 lb
51.00-54.50; choice 205 lb vesiers 63.00;
choice 300485 lb calves 54.75-59.00;
feeder steers medium frame 1 423-755
lb 59.50-66.25; medium frame 2330-500
lb 52.2541.50; 500435 lb 54.1041.00;
medium and large frame 1-2 bull
Calves 395-550 lb 46.00-50.00; 002 lb
46.00; large frame 2 mostly Holsteins
320-500 lb 48.0044.50; 590.685 lb 45.0053.20; 720-1050 lb 44.00-50.25; heifers
medium frame 1445470 lb 54.50-59.00;
medium and large frame 2 320400 lb
45.00-50.00; 500445 lb 44.0042.00:
Hogs 700; compared to last
Thursday barrows and gilts 25-50
lower; 1-2 210-250 lb 51.5041.80;u 20525011) 51.25-51.80; 2.-3 235-270 lb 50.7551.30; 270-295 lb 49.90-50.75; 3240-290 lb
49.00-49.75; 290-395 lb 47.00-49.00; sows
weak to 1.00 lower; 1-2 300-350 lb 42.50.
44.00; 350-400 lb 44.0045_50; 400.450 lb
45.50-46.50; 450-500 lb 46.50-47.50; 500640 lb 47.50-48.75; boars over 300 lb
42.0043.75, under 300 lb 38.25-40.25
Sheep 15; represented classes
steady; slaughter lambs choice 90 lb
60.00; feeders choice 113 lb native
Iambs 50.00.

Dr. John Ingram
announces the association

I've Got
law imma,

The Shield

of

Podiatrist
physicianland surgeon practice
Limited to foot and ankle diseases.

For the fulltime puictice
of podiatric medicine
and surgery.
•
Office Hours:
9-5 Mon.-Fri.

SEE

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN

SHIELD
OF
SHELTER

r
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BATHROOM WORK — Don Norsworthy, Jaycee; and R.G. Outland, associate
Jaycee; donated much of their time to repair the bathrooms for the MurrayCalloway County Jaycee Fair which will run tonight through Saturday.

(OLD NATIONAL HOTEL BLDG)

- ,
•

753-0445
Glenda Anderson Secretory
Formerly 11141

Court Dismisses Charges
The Kentucky Supreme
Court has ruled that five
charges of theft by deception
against Wayne Rice of Kevil
be dismissed.
Rice, indicted in 1978 while
operating Rice Seed Co., was
convicted in McCracken Circuit Court in July 1979 on the
charges alleging he wrote
worthless checks to area
farmers for their soybeans.
One of the charges involv-

ed a payment to a Calloway
County
man, Michael
Shelton, Murray Rt. 7,
amounting to $10,051.92. The
remaining checks were to
residents of Ballard and
Graves county, Ky., and
Benton, Mo.
Rice had been sentenced to
one year in prison on each of
the five counts in addition to
a fine of $5,000 per count. The
Kentucky Court of Appeals

Two Educators To Give
Public Lectures At MSU
Two nationally known
educators will present public
lectures in their areas of expertise at Murray State
University the week of July
13.
They are: Dr. Art Combs,
distinguished professor of
education and psychology at
the University of Northern
Colorado, and Dr. Harold G.
Shane, distinguished professor of education at Indiana University.
Combs will deliver a lecture entitled "What Is
Humanistic Education?" at
8 p.m. Tuesday, July 14, in
the auditorium.of the Special
Education Building.
Shane's topic for his lecture at 8 p.m. Thursday, July
16, in the auditorium of the
Special Education Building
will be "The Shape of Things
to Come: A Summary by 132
International Scholars in the

Sciences."
Each educator will be on
the campus for two days of
lectures, discussions, and
seminars with students and
faculty and for meetings
with chairmen and deans in
the sponsoring ,College of
Human Development and
Learning.
Combs, who has written 10
books and more than 200 articles for professional journals, will focus his attention
on humanistic thought. He
will compare the realities of
it with some of the commonly held misconceptions.
Shane is one of the most
published and best known
experts in the country in projecting the future of education. He will report on the
findings of a study in which
science scholars express
their views about that
future.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
July 13, 1961
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 953 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts hilly $1.00 lower Sows steady
..... $50.25-50.50
US 1-2 210-240 lbs
949.75-50.25
US 2 210-250 lbs
$48.7549.75
US 2-3 240-260 lbs.
US 2-4 250-270 lbs
Sows
640.00-41.50
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
941.0042.00
US 1-3300-410 lbs
141.00-44.50
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
944.50-46.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs
940.00-41.00
US 2-3 300,500 lbs
Boars 36.00-38.00

Blue with white /
1
2 roof, white and blue interior,
power steering, power brakes, air condition, door
locks, tilt wheel, rally wheels, AM/FM. 31 xxx miles.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617

=NEPAL ANYTOIRS swirrs DIVISION

And We Loseforward Ti Servhig Yee

'Drive-In Window
*30 Day Charge (With Approved Credit)
•15% Medicare Discount
*PCS-Medi-Met-Travelers
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Stop In & Say Hello

Ph.753-8302
Emergency Ph. 753-9621
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Sim(Noes* 1.P11. - Koons* J. Owes

104 N. 5th

Walnut Plaza

featuring the
Quaker Maid
'Show Mobile'
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The "Show Mobile" is
Quaker Maid's traveling'
kitchen exhibit
that features:
"-• Popular styles'
• Efficiency features
•Select woods
• Decorator finishes
• Hand crafted cabinets
• Custom designed
for active living
Plan now to visit.

THE FAIR
JULY 13-18
PRESENTED BY
753-1713
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Murray, Ky.

OPEN HOUSE

Kentucky 1636 will be closed to traffic Tuesday and
Wednesday north of the
13ackusburg hill, according
to a Kentucky State Police
spokesman.

Getting settled
made simple.

641 South, Murray

Now Has All The
Prescription Files From
DALE-STUBBLEFIELD PHARMACY

Kentucky 1836
To Be Closed

TRAVEL HASSLE-FREEI

1979 Olds Cutlass

Clinic Pharmacy

as Paul D. Pendleton, 36, of
Richardsville, and Eric M.
York, 18, and Alvin Holt, 20,
both of Brownsville. The accident occurred on Kentucky
185, about five miles north of
Bowling Green, troopers
said.
A female passenger was
killed Sunday when the
motorcycle on which she
riding collided with a truck
on Kentucky 90 a mile east of
Glasgow. The victim was
identified as Donna Davis,
24, of Glasgow.
Police said that the motorcycle, driven by the victim's
husband, James Davis, 27,
went out of control and collided with a pickup truck
driven by Robert Bagby of
Glasgow.

BUOY HASSLE-FINE TRAVEL! Write RIGNT NOW fer ihs Nest csept0s eel
ulaneutive tiler meioses Newels 3 westses4W Inwel wwstimis N
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tswf•rt if year Wow silliest Weiss Wireesh
eadless skips sad deperlsosel stem WITTE
TOOAYI Meese Wish $1.11 which sill he
rehuded is you epos prams.
I. Troveloc. Inc., 5701 WN•Nes St. Sults re ANNIN NOW CA MO
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Nine Killed In Accidents
By The Associated Press
At least nine persons were
killed in weekend traffic accidents on Kentucky
highways, including three
who died Sunday in a multicar mishap near Bowling
Green, according to state
police reports.
The fatalities raised the
state's 1981 death toll to 420,
compared with 388 through
July 12,1980.
Three persons were killed
at about 2:30 a.m.in an accident near Bowling Green
that involved three cars and
a pickup truck,said police.
The dead were identified

SHELTER INSURANCE

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS

upheld the decision last
August but the state
Supreme Court granted
discretionary review, heard
oral arguments and issued
its opinion last week.
According to Charles
Chaney, Rice's attorney, the
opinion said McCracken Circuit Court Judge Lloyd
Emery erred when he instructed the jury in 1979 to
consider Rice's intent to
defraud the farmers at the
time he issued the checks,
rather than at the time he
received their soybeans for
cleaning and storage.
The farmers had delivered
their beans to Rice in the fall
for storage and Rice piad
them with the checks in
question the following spring. "The court held that he
didn't obtain the beans by
fraud," Chaney said.

MOT,NEITIMIY

man'Hauditse 763.6670

41.4

Maw

DAN PAcNUTT
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Dr. Jess Olson

Bel-Air Center
Murray,Ky.

Shield for you too

.o.

-Foot-Specialist

•
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Urban Violence In 10th Day;
Government To Take Action
LONDON ( AP)-Screaming mobs overturned cars,
hurled bricks and gasoline
bombs at police, torched
buildings and looted shops in
the 10th straight night of urban violence that reportedly
has the government ready to
announce tough new
strategies today, including
special "riot courts."
Rioting air' looting
erupted in London and six
other English cities Sunday
night, with the worst
violence reported in the
Midlands city of Leicester,

where 600 police confronted
500 rampaging youths. The
trouble began in the city's
mainly black Highfields
area, but both black and
white youths were involved.
Several police and firemen
were reported injured and 20
rioters were arrested, but
the level of aggression was
lower than on previous
nights, authorities said.
Violence also flared Sunin the Midlands cities of
Birmingham, Wolverhampton and Coventry, at Derby

Groups Win Honors
DETROIT (AP) - A
quartet from Chicago and a
chorus from Louisville, Ky.,
won top honors at the 46th
annual convention of the
Society for the Preservation
and Encouragement of
Barber Shop Quartet Singing
in America,Inc.
In Saturday's final com• petition. Louisville's The
Thoroughbreds" was chosen

international chorus champion for the sixth time since
1964, convention spokesman
Robb 011ett said.
"The Chicago News" won
the quartet competition Friday night.
A quartet from the Detroit
area, "Center Stage," placed fourth in the Friday competition.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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in the north, at Notting Hill, by the Cabinet include ina decaying predominantly troduction of a Riot Act that
black quarter of west Lon- would make it an automatic
don, and at High Wycombe, offense to disobey police
30 miles northwest of the orders to leave the scene of a
capital. Police reported 187 riot. Lawmakers also
arrests overnight in various reportedly sought ways to
make parents financially
districts of London.
for the acts of
responsible
were
riots
Weekend
reported in at least 17 cities, their children.
Some of the rioters have
many of them hit for the first
time since England's worst been as young as 14 years
riots in recent memory old, while 9-year-olds have
been spotted among looters.
began over a week ago.
London's police chief, Sir
Informed sources meanMcNee, said in a
David
while said Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher and her statement Sunday night:
government are readying "The violent street scenes
tough new measures to we have witnessed, together
stamp out the urban war- with the severe injuries susfare, including special "riot tained by my officers, leave
courts" to hand out swift no alternative but to adopt
more positive measures, inpunishment.
The sources, who asked -cluding the wearing of pronot to be identified, said Mrs. tective clothing."
English bobbies do not
Thatcher and Home
Secretary William Whitelaw carry guns, but have been
were preparing to announce issued steel helmets and face
the establishment of the visors during the current
courts in the House of Com- violence and are to get
fireproof clothing.
mons today.
Unemployment, which can
The sources said the
60 percent among
reach
government was considering
giving the courts power to young blacks,is said by comjail rioters for up to six mon- munity workers to be the
ths and impose fines up to root of the riots, with jobless
youngsters taking their
$2,000.
Sources said other frustration out on police as
measures being considered the symbol of authority.

Scientists Peek As
Giant Pandas Mate

WANT ADSARE Y01111 ES1 BOY

1. Legal Notice

A periodic settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Department For Human
Resources, committee for
E M Maynard. Incompetent. Exceptions to this settlement must, be filed in
the Calloway District Court
on or before July 22, 198,1,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A periodic settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Jimmy Graham and Henry
A Graham, co-committee
for Wanda Jean Graham, Incompetent. Exceptions to
this settlement must be filed in the Calloway District
Court on or before July 22,
1981, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A periodic settlement of ac
counts has been filed in tht
Calloway District Court 1)
Jimmy Graham and Henry
A. Graham, co-committee
for Hontas Graham Hutson,
Incompetent. Exceptions to
this settlement must be filed in the Calloway District
Court on or before July 22,
1981, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of accounts has been filectin the
Calloway District Coat by
Irene Cantrell, Executrix, of
the estate of Verdie Duncan. Deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
July 22, 1981, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary appointments
have been made in the
Calloway District Court. All
claims against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six months
of date of qualification.

PEKING (AP)- The two Then Then has carried since
giant male pandas battled she was caught March 10.
each other for 90 minutes,
Following the radio
their roars rending the signals on April 13, they
stillness of the wild. Then, found two males roaring and
their almost playful combat panting and charging at
over, one withdrew, like each other repeatedly,
some bested knight, leaving without causing any injury,
the other to mate with "Men the paper said.
37 Consequence 49 Jump
a 10-year-old female
Zhen,"
52 Nahoor
38 Med
- After about 90 minutes,the
sheep
expletive
panda.
male that had been roaring
40 Deleted
54 Cravat
It was an age-old ritual,
57 NFL score
41 Stitched
gave up and ran
loudest
but for the first time this
58 - olde
41 Lingerie
winner mounted
The
away.
shoppe
items
mating duel and constunaabout a dozen
Zhen
Zhen
60 Compass pt.
47 Fright
tion was observed by scienAnna Katherine Hopkins,
consummation,
before
times
home
panda's
lista en the
Rt. 2. Box 98, Murray, KY
said.
Daily
the
Guangming
turf in the wilds of the
Jewel le Walston,
Deceased
Giant pandas are slow to
WolorW Panda Reservation
98, Murray, KY
Box
2,
Rt.
in southwest China's Sichuan reproduce because they are
Executrix. Hon. M. Ronald
Province. That's where very selective about mating
Christopher, P.O.Box 309,
Murray, KY Attorney.
Chinese government experts partners,and have a low surAnn P. Wilson, Circuit Court
and members of the World vival rate because of their
Clerk.
Wildlife Fund are studying narrow diet. Their favorite
of bamthe pandas in an effort to food, a certain type
2. Notice
boo, sometimes is in short
preserve their dying breed.
, 5,
edvvv.."
The Guangming Daily supply.
Duty
4-Heavy
reported the historic event
About 1,000 giant pandas
Lifetime Shocks today, saying Chinese and live in China, mostly in the
Now
Installed
foreign scientists were 494,000 acre Wolong
$4900
Only
'
alerted to it by signals from Preserve and other areas of
ECONOMY TIRE
a radio in the collar that Sichuan.
Et SERVICE
.%.,.
753-8500
NO, irs A
DO YOU
-'.'IOU ARE PROBABLY ONE
.evwdvidwm.
IT'S
THINK
BUTTERFLY
OF ONLY A DOZEN PEOPLE
AN OMEN? ALL RIGHT
SPECIAL
IN TI-IE HISTORY OF THE
WORLD WHO HAS HAD A
tip to 715% off on all
Jewelry. Purchase
BUTTERFLY LAND ON HER NOSE
$100.00 or more and
get•set of 14Id gold
earrings. A large
seised= of diamond
ring*. wrings. cloid
clisins, etc. to choose
from.
-CLEANER
RUG
THE
IT'S
IT'S THE
GOLD Er
HE'S HERE TO TAKE
DOORBELL,
SILVER
.:1-HE RUG
NANCY-PAWN SHOP
I'LL GET IT
08yMpiC
Shopping Center
Open 9 a.m.to II p.m.
7S3-7113

1

WHY PAY
RENT?
t 10,
,
)5 5GT. SNORKEL
TO
WENT
AROUND
WN

ABOUT TWO SECOND5 AFTER
THAT GUY JUMPS UP AND
STARTS "RD RAKE

559.50 per month buys
your own quality 4 ft. x 8
ft.
flashing
arrow
changeable letter sign.
Complete! Call collect
Cutlet( Signs, 502-7822222.

15. Articles For Sale

2. oirce

11 •

•
Complete Engine
Tune Up 46 8 Cyl
Now $35.00
ECONOMY TIRE
•
It SERVICE
753 8500

MECUM
Keignoy Eggers
Moss
010.00 ger whet
copy of tide ad.

Vossisson's
Mtiostoes
Store
Olympic Plaza
Open 9 o.m. to 9 p.m.
753-7113

Charlie Brown Play School,
1617 W. Olive. Daily, $5.50
or hourly, $1.00. Call
753-7359.

FABRICS
25% off original
ice. Entire stock.
row 1/2 price
hen purchased with
obrics for same.
wing machines new
used. Ask for
°nitration.

MURRAY
SINGER SHOP
Bel Air Center
Nigro ,K .

5. lost 8 Found
Lost or Stolen. Billfold at
Murray Calloway Park
swimming area. Call Krtsta
Jean Cooper. 753-3849 or
753-4755. Reward.
Lost. Purse and Billfold, in
Lynn Grim vrcinity. -Keep
money, but return papers.
Mail to Rt. 6, Box 60-B,
Dorothy Lawrence or call
• 753-7402.

6. Help Wanted
Jobs Overseas-Big money
fast. $20,000 to $50,000
plus per year. Call 1-716842-6000 Ext. 1705.
Need reliable adult to
babysit parttime in my
home. Send .short resume
to P.O. Box 93, Murray.
Secretary-RicTritioraf, hilltime. Prefer medical background with dictaphone
and bookkeeping experience. Salary negotiable,
Personnel.
Action
753-6532.

1. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.
Will work on lawn mowers
Call 753-0751
Would like job housecleaning. Dependable and
honest. Have references.
759-1255.
Would like to mow lawns.
Call 753-7680.
Would like to keep children
in my home, after school
starts, after morning kindergarten and after school
Call 753-8261

10. Business
Opportunity
$350 weekly, stuffing
envelopes. No gimicks. For
information, send self
addressed, stamped envelope to Bob, Seward
Road, Stoneburn, Mass.
02180.

12. Insurance

if ilieS

I

Carter Studio
753 8798
Leo holom

14. Want To Buy
Ice cream parlor style table
and chairs. 753-0089.
Nice older country home on
Small acreage, close to.
town. 753-2437.
Want to buy a Boar Hog.
436-5844.

15.Articles For Sale

25% SAVING
Os di fabrics km stock.
Patterns V2 price with
porches*. Al fabrics
for soots.

Murray
Shop
S
Center
Sol Air
Merroy, Ky.

Used
COLOR TV'S
BARGAINSI
Orem tU :00 p.m.
Oregon chain saw chains,
3/8" pitch. For 16" bar,
$7.99, or 20" bar, $8.99
Wallin Hardware
Tomato !ulcer, Victorian
200. No peeling, coring or
cooking; does a bushel in
30 minutes, $23.99. Berry
screen or grape spiral,
$6.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Soil Boat, 1980
Macgregor 25, like
new, fully equipped.
58,500. 489-2711

16. Home
Furnishings
3 piece white French
provencal bdrm. suite. Also,
velvet headboard, drapes,
bedspread, roll pillow set
753-6626 after 5.
Early American couch. Exc.
condition, $125. 753-6391.
G.E. Electric range, excellent condition. 753-5439;
keep trying.

19. Farm
Equipment
For sale: B Allis Chamblers
tractor. Good condition.
After 5 p.m. call 753-0649.
Red Belly Ford, good
condition, new rear tires,
new pump and piston in
power-lift. $1650. Call
753-9929.

20. Sports
Equipment
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.

22. Musical
SHEET
MUSIC
ALL THE LATEST NITS
AS WELL AS GOLDEN
OLDIES.
Open daily till 7:00
p.m.

CLAYTONS
753-7575

23. Exterminating

9. Situation Wanted

What we do best is care
Needline, 753-6333
Cherish the sense
our
tradition
of
photographs c press

26. TV-Radio

ot

Do-It-Yourself Water Well
Driller-hydra drill 20IP
with accessories, or a 100'
2" dip. well. $920. Unclaimed rate, held in
Benton. Call Susan Rogers
at Deep Rock Manufacturing. 1-800-633-8774.
New electric typewriter and
desk. Call 492-8374..
Oak and Hickory firewood
cut to order. 43&-280i.
FOR SALE
Porch Swing on stand.
135.00 in good con(lit' . 4 9-271 1.

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control
PhomeMS,141

24. Miscellaneous
10 ft. Hussmon freezer,
open with full mirror in
back. Nice, runs perfect.
$400. 436-2506.
2 Antique Oak showcases
Full glass, sliding doors,
$500
good condition
436-2506
Camera, Nikon FM. Brand
new, zoom lens and access.
included. 759-4945.
Concrete Mixer, Sears
2 cubic ft.
/
Heavy Duty, 21
Like new, used 1 hour. Half
price or best offer. Call
354-8628.
Firewood, $25 a rick.
Delivered. Call 436-2744.
"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms. Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free cane
poles. Rex's Worm Farm.
Rt. 6, Box 325 (lrvan Cobb
Rd.), Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 436-5894.
Three Victor automatic
calculators, 9 key, roll
print. 753-4953, 759-4005.
-Wind chimes. $12.00. Call
-753-9206.

CLAYTONS
Across from Sig K

27. Mobile Home Sales
1970 Cambridge Mobile
Home with 7' tilt-out living
room, large 12x24 factory
add-on bedroom. Cental
heat and air, fully carpeted,
bath and 11, 1080 sq. ft.
living space. Other extras.
436-5675 after 6 p.m.
1974 12x60 2 Bdrm. Exc.
condition. 2 Rooms added
on. Partially furnished with
extras. 489-2465.
24' by 54 double wide, on
approx. 3 acre wooded lot.
Dishwasher and woodstove,
completely remodeled. $19.
000. 437-4729.
Nice 1974 12x65 Crimson.
Central air, $4800.
2 motor and
/
Runaboat, 151
Call
$350.
trailer,
753-2241.

28. Mob. Home Rents
• 10x55 Trailer, some furniture, $125 per month. Call
437-4462 days, 437-4569
nights.
12x 60 2 Bdrm. New
furniture, new carpet, a.c.,
natural gas, cable vision.
May be seen at Shady Oaks.
2 bath
/
12x 653 bdrm. 11
with gas heat. Cable N,
water, trash pickup, furnished. Coleman Real
Estate. 7.53-9898.
2 Bdrm. trailer, partially
furn. Adults, no pets.
References required. Call
247-2853 after 5 p.m.
Completely furnished 2
2
/
bdrm mobile home 21
miles east of town. $110
Der month, deposit. Cole-nan Real Estate. 753-9898.
)ouble wide 24x60, 3
bdrm., 2 bath, spacious
living and dining area. Gas
appliances. New Concord
area. 436-2676.
Two mobile homes in small,
well kept court. $85-5115,
Adults or Singles. 753-8216
after 5 p.m.
Two bedroom trailer near
Murray, no pets. Call
489-2611.

29. Heating-Cooling
28,000 BTU Frigadaire
air-conditioner $250. 24"
2 h.p. Dayton
1
exhaust fan, /
motor, like new $65. Call
753-7151.
For sale, used airconditioners. Dill's Electric.
Phone 753-9104.

30. Business Rental
Warelseese
Stern.Spoke
For Rent
733-4750
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 7534109, or 436-2844.
Paducah business location30x50 garage, 3 overhead
doors, bath, ample parking,
no restrictions, near 1-24,
with or without excellent
brick home. Darnell Realtors, 554-3566, 554-2251.

31. Want To Rent
A small Winnebago that
sleeps 5 to 10 people, from
August 7th thru 19th.
759-4685, ask for John
Braswell.
Wanted: nice, furnished,
one bedroom apartment for
81-82 college year. Good
references. Write Mike
Fraser, 5931 Martin Ln.,
Bartlesville, OK 74003.

32. Apts. For Rent
2 Bdrm. apart, furnished or
unf urn. New carpet. Adults,
no pets. Lease and deposit
required. Call 753-9208 af.
4 p.m.

ACCOUNTING SUPERVISOR
Immediate need for a degreed accountant
with one to two years manufacturing experience. A challenging assignment
assisting the Director of finance in all
phases of manufacturing accounting. The
ideal candidate is a self starter able to
assume increasing responsibilities and
requires minimal supervision. General
Ledger and manufacturing coast experience a plus.
Send resume /o:
Director of Fbounce
Ebonite Corp loodioup Prodocts Division
P.O. lex 746
Hopkinson*, Ky. 42240
An Equal Opportunity Employer MO

••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••

•
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32. Apts. Fa Rent

34. Houses For Rent

Bdrm. garage-apartment. 3 Bdrm house near KY
ft° pets, no children. Now Lake, completely furnished.
'wadable. Call 753-6200.
Includes washer dryer.
i
- urnished, extra nice large $200, deposit required.
room apartment near •753-8964 after 5.
.hospital. University couple 3 Bdrm., with dble. garage,
er graduate student garden space. Newly repreferred. Heat, water -decorated. Furnished or
furnished. No pets, chit unfurnished. Family only.
-iken. Private, quiet. 753- 753-5209 Of 753-2876.
1299 or 753-3913.
For rent or sale, nice small
2 bdrm., hbuse. Air-coed.,
nice lot, partially furnished,
quiet neighborhood. For
New wit*
couple or with one child.
MINKAL
Water furnished. $160 per
month. 489-2595.
APARTMENTS
New 3 Bdrm. brick house
1,2 1 3 bodroon sib from
on 5 acres; dining room,
$1651111 per at No
family room, 2-car garage,
dkamsil mt Nerly as.
central heat/air. $275
eir,
Mei
and
teehl
MEW
month, plus deposit. Call
womb( Wes whams. 498-8589 or 901-247-5576.
Mks News Nea.-fri. !It
Small clean house in
1211110m.
Hardin, some furniture. Call
Nerikvesi Or.
437-4462 days, 437-4569
Nwray, Ily.
nights.
502-790-4984
Wel Nash,Opperholly
Furnished Garage apartment near MSU. Rent
reasonable. Call after 5
p.m., U527-3531 or 1-5271912:
Furnished 1 bedrm. apartment, carpeting, air-cond.,
private entrance; near
University. Available August
8th. 753-7418.
Garage apartment for rent.
Water furnished, yard
mowed. 753-5733.
Have for rent, 2 bedroom
duplex. Near University (3
blocks,) large private patio.
Call after 5, 753-6699.
Two Bdrm. duplex in.
Westwood Subdivision. Dishwasher,., stove, refrig.,
disposal. Very energy efficient. $250 month. Available Aug. 1st. Ph. 753-3742
or 305-792-5565.
Two bedroom apartments in
attractive setting, carpeted,
central heat and air,
kitchen appliances furnished, washer/dryer hook
up. 753-7550, or 753-7559.
Two bedroom duplex.
Central heat and air, outlets
for washer and dryer. No
pets. 753-9741.
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33. Rooms for Rent

5,
[6

Rooms for rent, one block
from University. Call 7531812 or 753-6933. Also, a
set of golf clubs for sale.

,ar
all

36. For Rent Or
For Lease

For Lease: 2 Bdrm duplex
apartments. Central heat/air, carpets. Man and wife,
or lady teacher; Call
492-8850, or 753-8067.
Equal Opportunity Housing.
For rent, lot located 6 mi.
South of Murray on 641.
Set up for mobile home.
Call 7534155.
Trailer lot for rept. All
hook-ups. $40 a month.
759-1253.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Dachshund puppy.
$75. 489-8397.
AKC Registered Toy Poodle
pups. Also, litter of
Cock-A-Poos, 6 wits. and
wormed. 753-2771.
For sale: Golden Hampsters.
Call 435-4158 after 3 PM.

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

all

ii
'IC.

AUCTI
BOB MILLER'S
RACING ENGINE SHOP
KEVIL, KENTUCKY 42053
10:00 A.M.
Thursday,July 16,1981
DIRECTIONS: Take Hwy. 60 West to Kevif
Bank, turn right at bank on Hwy. 473, at
crossroads go straight on New Liberty Church Road, turn left on Wallace Lane, garage
on right.
SHOP EQUIPMENT AND INVENTORY
Moc Tool Boxes (1-8 drawer -top, 1-7
drawer top, 1-3 drawer center, 1-6
drawer base, 1-10 drawer base); Cornwell 7 drawer tool box; 7-1 1/2 ton C & M
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MQBILE
AND 15 ACRES
Located 5 miles west
of Murray on the Butterworth Road, this
choice tract has 8
tendable acres, 3
acres of woods,and 2
picturesque ponds in
a lovely setting. A
pretty. picture for
pleasant living at an
affordable price in
the mid 20's. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for all the
details.
GET CLOSE TO
NATURE
with this private 5
acre fenced tract
near Kentucky Lake.
Situated beautifully
with a private drive
and stocked pond,
you can do some
great relaxing and
fishing at your own
private retreat. Concrete block basement
with roof goes with
the property. A real
buy at only $13,500.
Phone any member
of the Kopperud
Realty Home team at
753-1222 for all the
details.

Household cat to-give away.
Suitable for older person.
Has had all ahots. 7538287.
Rabbits, from babies to
breeders. Phone 753-9207.
Almo Heights.

40. Produce
$10

bushel

41. Public Sale
Moving sale, in Kirksey.
Everything
goes. Concrete blocks,
garden 5 HP plow, 25" TV,
cabinets sewing machine,
chickens, 6' fence and
posts, 1974 Vega CT,
complete stereo set, men's
coats, furniture and appliances, much more. 4892330.
-

43. Real Estate

Red Estate
Undo lafro
Cooler
734.17•7

225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Corarairaity Center)

OR

11111•••

Building lot, 1 V.
acres. Reduced for
quick sole. Owner
leaving town.
Skeet Waldrop

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

ire
4"

Dog obedience classes are
fun for you and your dog. A
sport all ages can enjoy.
Discover the thrill of
knowing how your dog
really communicates. 43E2858.

Peaches,
436-5427

Come-a-longs; Sioux Grinder; 3 sets Pipe
Wrenches; Miller 225 Welder; Snap-on
Tool Box; Motor Hoist; 4 Walker jacks (1-5
ton, 3-11
/
2 ton); 15 Hydraulic Jacks; 10
Motor Stands; 1 hp Flomatic AirCompressor; Small Anvil; 3 Bench Grinders; Wooden Parts Bins; Allen
Distributor Mochine; 12-5 gal. gas cons;
Battery Charger; Ignition Parts and
Cabinet; Several thousand dollars worth
of Bearings; _4-ya in. Heavy-duty drills; 3/
4 in. drills; Steam Jenny;
3/13 in. drills; 4-1
Jumper Cables; Extention Cords; Air
Hoses; Vices; Transmission Jack; Portomatic Air-Lift Jock; Creepers; Dolly;
Oxygen and Acetelyne Torches; Jack
Stands; Shop Vacuum; Paint Guns; Fire
-Extinguishers; 1000's of dollars worth of
hand tools; &cases WD-40.
OFRCE EQUIPMENT AND MSCELLANEOUS
2 Metal desk; office chairs; Stereo; Electric Fans; Electric Heaters; Wooden Cord

File; Like-New Can Drink Machine; Bullet
'Heater; 50 New Push Brooms; 2-275 gal.
oil tanks; Office Refrigerator; Go-Cart; 2
'. megrim. Bicycle; 10 hp John Deer Lawn
'Mower.
- TERMS: Cash, Cashier's Check or Bonk
• Letter of Credit will be required unless a
registered buyer at our auctions and
knowrrby our sale personnel. _
Sole Conducted by
irliCi OWN AND*MOATS
._
AUCTIONS AND REAL ESTATe
P.O.Box T729
.
Paducah,Kentucky 42001
I.M. Brown,Broker
Phones 442-9762
and 554-9429
.spd.Stockioneer

It

Three each, 2
Bedroom Trailers, gas
heat, window air, furnished, priced for
quick sale. Rents for
$450 per month.
Priced at $9,500.
753-1218
•

_

aireilk
- 47. Motorcycles

43. Real Estate

38. Pets-Supplies

A

R1411'51411

& PROPERTY MANAGEME T

A IR
YD-MAJOR
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
•Professiona I Services
With The Friendly Touch"

COMMERCIAL
108 N. 15th St. Commercial over 10,000
sq. ft. under roof.
Brick building could
be used for many different businesses.
Could be financed to
right party. Excellent location.
ACREAGE PLUS
CITY LIVING
Old 641 N., a lovely 3
B.R. 11
/
2 bath B.V.
(full basement has
recreation room,
with fireplace, utility
room, /
1
2 bath,
garage and storage
area), 2900 sq. ft.
under roof. Situated
on 5 lovely acres,
mostly tendable.
This new listing
won't last long at
$49,900.00.

7534080

Horse' County- 10 acres or
park your mobile home and
enjoy this country setting.
Acreage completely fenced,
well and septic included...convenient location between Mayfield and
Murray. Take a look today.
Offer by CENTURY 2,
Loretta Jobs, Realtors...753i 1492.
Mobile home at Panorama
Shores with house-type
roof. Fully furnished, central heat and air, 2 bds.,
;arpehng, double insulated, boatramp and
swimming access. Concrete
block foundation.
Just Reduced!
Must sell. 3 Bdr. Brick
home with refrigerator,
range, dishwasher stay.
Heat pump and central air.
carpeting, fireplace, large
deck on back. Beautifully
landscaped, 3 walk-in
closets. $59000.

I

Marrey-Callaway
Coenty Realty
(502)7534144
304N. 12r$,

Alerne & Thermals 1
laseremee &
Peal Estate
&modules Coors Sq.
e.-ray, K eatecky
753-4451

I

IDEAL RETIREMENT
HOME - No. 113 ACRE.Split-level home in in
good condition throughout
and comes with 3 bedrooms,
1-4 baths, electric heat,
community water, good insulation, some paneling,
carpeting, den, kitchen with
dishwasher and garbage
disposal. Window air conditioner, front porch. Detached double garage. Roiling
parcel offer, hardwood
shade trees, oaks and
hickories. Garden spot.
Fronts gravel road for 160
On school bus route, within 2
miles of stores and churches. Only a BLOCK from
-KamItelrf Lake. 133,300
price.

Strout Realty
I. KENNON,Moll.

1111 Coldome.Rd
Murray,IlleAMatio 42971
Can 71)41111 isaythoe

!
4(0.11itIj
• 753-1222
11(WHIPS FOR LIVIrk,

IMPRESSIVE

RESIDENCE
• pproxirnately 4500
.q. ft. of living area
1
2
in this 5 bedroom, 3/
bath Georgian style
home located where
city and County
meet. Large living
room with marble
fireplace,formal dining room, den with
fireplace. Many extras in quality and
design with all the
appurtances of a truly luxurious family
home. Manicured
lawn with a variety
of flowering trees,
flowers
shrubs
cover 13A acres. Circular drive, brick
walkway and patio
accent this stunning
setting. Contact Kopperud Realty, 7531222, for Full-time
Real Estate Service.
INVEST IN THE
FUTURE
Located on South
12thSt.,this property
has excellent potential for a business
location. Currently
serving as rental property, it has two
bedrooms, one bath,
kitchen, living room
with fireplace and
den or dining. Adjacent corner property
may also be purchased. Priced at only
$28,000 through Kopperud Realty, 711
Main.

Two acres tin- Irvin Cobb Rd.
753-0840.

Murray, Ky.42071
Soy A.Itseves-Indier

OWNER FINANCED AND
ASSUMABLE LOAN. Now
you can afford to buy at a
low interest rate this 3
bedroom brick house on
lovely lot. Save on utilities
with insulation to NA standards. Priced low to sell
quickly. Call Spann Realty
Associates. 753-7724.

4'01
753-1222
ATESBOROUGH
LISTING

Economical three
bedroom home only 3
years old. Home has
been maticulously
maintained both inside and out, has heat
pump heating and
cooling system,large
two-car garage with
storage area and attractively priced at
only $62,300. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for Real Service in Real Estate.
QUALITY SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF
Recently listed 3
bedroom brick home
on large, beautifully
landscaped lot in excellent
neighborhood.
Features include living room with
fireplace, indirect
lighting and built-in
music system, formal dining morn,
family room and
extra-large two-car
garage. Home has
been
recently
rated
r ra-d
through* Priced in
MIL Price lust
reduced $3000. Phone
753-1222 for all the
1

G000 INVESTMENT. Large
older house, 3 or 4
bedroom on extra large lot.
Owner will finance. This
house has many large
rooms with basement and
garage. Could be converted
into several apartments for
an excellent investment.
Would consider trade, or
only $28,000. Call today.
Spann Realty Associates,
753-7724.

44. Lots For Sale

Homes FOR mimic
Hemmed In? The open
spaciousness of this one
floor plan makes the kit- chen, dining area, and living room practically one
huge room with beamed
cathedral ceiling and indirect lighting. The 3
bedrooms are in a quiet
separate wing. Add 1 and
14 baths. This home has an
assumable loan...priced in
the low 40's. Call 7531492...Offered by Century
21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors.

LAppenisele - Cowening - Masegenead
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
'753-111104

rS

46. Homes For Sale
Brick home, 3 bdrm., on 3
large lots, 30x40 garage.
Located 6 mi. West of
Murray on 94. Call 4354490.
Brick house in Coldwater,
3 bedroom, 2 bath, living
room arid den, 2 car garage,
on large lot. $49,900. Call
753-2493 or 489-2145.
By Owner: 1505 Oak Drive,
BV with 1400 plus sq. It.
living area, fully carpeted, 3
bedrooms, built-in kitchen
and family room combination, living room, utility,
one large bath, lots of
storage. Low $40's. Call
753-9818. Must see- to
appreciate.
For sale by owner, six room
brick house. 2 bedrooms,
garage, on corner lot,
78x187'. In quiet residential- • neighborhood.
Walking distance to shopping center. Call 753-1276.
Furnished, year round
cabin, Pine Bluff Shores.
Air-conditioning, community water, electric heat.
759-1074, 7512649.
Small neat house near
Kenlake State • Park.
$16500. 4374467 days.
437-4569 nights.

47. Motorcycles
1979 Yamaha 80. $150.
Call 437-4945. _
140 Yamaha Special. Low
mileage, extra nice. 4362647 after 6.
Foi sale: 1973 500 Honda 4
cylinder. Good condition.
$1000. Call 753-9957 after
5 PM.
For sale: 63 Harley Davidson, extra sharp. lots of
chromeware. 1000 miles on
complete overhaul. Hardtail. Call /753-4143 alter.6
p.m. $3500.
Yamaha 115 Endum, 14'
yls. old, or will taidi for
367 thru 1-969 Camera or
1969 Chevelle. Call 4892813.

50. Used Trucks

53.swim Offered

53. Services Offered

Yamaha 61-80. Good condi- Dodge Pickup, 1976, club AAA CUSTOM
MADE Hardworking, trustworthy
tion $250. Call 753-7774. cab, Adventure Sport. Air, CABINETS, bookcases, laborer, available anytime.
Will do mast anything.
power, good condition, gd. music centers, etc.
48. Auto. Services
an hour. 753-5058.
$4.00
Reasonable.
436-2566.
tires. Loan value $1950,
will take $1675. Call MOBILE HOME REPAIR. In- Lawn Service. Hedge,
KIT
489-2595.
stalling tie downs, under- prune, tree. Free estimate.
ANTS PARTS
Surplus Jeeps, Cars, and pinning, roofing, installing Call 436-2997.
sis S. Si.,
Trucks. Many sell under doors and windows. Also
Marrow, Karresielty
$200: Call 312-742-1143, build porches and patios. l
itapart ger end home
Batteries,
tires,
Ext. 2641 for info, on how Call 753-6973. Free
erne repair.
wheel severs, mete
estimates! No job too
to purchase.
WORLD OF 501111D
small!
ateesserios. 24 beer
Boats
and
52.
222 5.12th St.
Sewing. Also a mow
APPLIANCE SERVICE:
753-5865
Motors
Boat
pieta Mae
mod
Whirlpool,
Kenmore,
'a,?.-.
16' Trihull ski boat. As is, Westinghouse. Experienced
independent service. Bobby Johnson's Electric. Com753-5504
$250. 474-2390.
mercial and residential
Hopper, 753-4872.
1979 Chrysler Buccaneer
wiring, gas installed and
Chevrolet 283 engine or
boat, full riggins, Asphalt driveways and repairing. 753-7203.
parts; good automatic sail
h.p. Chrysler parking lots sealed by
transmission. 71 Super trailer, 4
Sears. For free estimates Need work on your trees?
753-1737.
motor.
$2300.
Sport parts, including SS
Topping, pruning, shaping,
call 753-2310.
hood. Call 753-8584 Of 23' all aluminum pontoon,
complete removal and
753-1581 both after 5 Riviera Cruiser. 50 hp k Aluminum
more. Call BOVEWS TREE
Service -Co.,'
Evinrude motor, exc. shape.
p.m.
SERVICE
for professional
aluminum and vinyil tree care, 753-8536.
436-5364.
For sale: 3 G-78X14 B.F.
siding, custom trim,
Goodrich radial tires. 753- 25' Cruiser, 283 inboard
Professional Painting and
work. References. Call
engine; in water at Kenlake
0724 after 5 p.m.
Hanging by the hour
Paper
Will Ed Bailey, 753Marina. 474-2390.
or job. Free Estimates; 25
49. Used Cars
0689.
yrs. experience. All work
Boat trailer. Will fit up to
guaranteed. Call 759-1305
after
5
753-0724
boat.
18'
IINOTKEH
Carpenter work wanted. 30 after-5 p.m.
P.m.
yrs. experience. Call 436- •
Warning! Don't read this
Rason Craft hull jet boat, 2253.
to have a wreck aid
unless you're in need of
Chevy
motor.
400
seed a wrecker phase
Concrete and block, brick roofing, carpentry, or elec436-5814.
reseed Be pelicans is
work. Baserrients, drivework. New or repair.
53. ServicesDffered ways, storm cellars, por- trical
dine Bat yes wailAll guaranteed. Call Joe.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING ches. 20 years experience. 753-9226 for free estimate.
PARKER
FOPS
or vinyl siding and trim 753-5476.
Wet basement? We make
Aluminum trim for brick Dale Spenser's portable wet basements dry, work
VIRKKIER SERVICE
houses. Jack Glover, 753- sand blasting and painting. completely guarenteed. Call
1873.
Call 753-5198 or 753-6626. or write Morgan ConstrucDays 753-5273, Nirykh 753113324 lion mkt
ANSOSIMIle lens and Gray. ELDERLY1 MAK-0? IN- tion Co., Route.. 2, Box
Upholstery. Two former FIRMED? Variety of service 409A, Paducah, KY 42001,
upholsterers, to assist you in indepen- or call day or night,
1969 Mustang, V-8 engine, MSU
3 speed, new sun roof, mag specialists in home and in- dent living. Call HOME 1-442-70,26.
wheels. $900 or make offer. stitutional upholstery. 8-4, A.I.D. 759-1337.
Will haul drivewAi white
Monday through Friday. Experienced mechanic. rock and Ag lime, also have
Call 435-4588.
492-8307. After hours, Bar- 'Rates lower. 436-2805.
type of brown ot white
1974 Gremlin, 6 cyl., auto., bara
Gray,
air. Good condition. $1095. Sherry,Jones, 753-6265; Fence sales at Sears now. pea gravel. Also do backhoe
753-6150.
work. Call Roger Hudson,
489-2595. `• a
Call Sears, 753-2310 for
GENERAL HOME REPAIR. free estimate for your 753-4545 or 753-6763.
191‘ Mercury Comet, for 15 years experience carpen• Will mow yards, 15 years
parts or whole car. Excel- try, concrete, plumbing, needs.
lent 302 engine. Transmis- roofing, siding, things Get your tobacco firing -experience. Call 753-6564.
sion and - tires, $200. around the
home. Free wood now! • Sawmill slabs' Will sharpen hand saws and
753-9673.
estimates! Nojob too.small. $8.00/bundle lobded, or skill saws. 753-4656.
1975 Buick LeSabre, or Call days 474-2359, 474- you load loose slabs at 56. Free Column
$5.00 - a pickup load.
trade for cheaper one. 2276 evenings.
Free puppies. - Call 437753-7531.
753-3307.
IMPORT AUTO SALVAGE.
4945.
1975 Triumph Spitfire Datsun, VW., Honda, Fiat, Guttering by Sears, Sears
Wanted
convertible, AM/FM cass- Capri, Toyota, Buick, Audi, continuous gutters installed 57.
ette stereo, fog lights, new -Ilazda, Chevy Luv, Motors, per your specifications. Call TO RENT: Nice country
muffler and tires. Nice transmissions. Repair and Sears 753-2310 for free home close to town.
estimate.
753-2437.
condition, well kept. save. 474-2325.
$'2700. Call 753-8425.
II & K Stump Removal. Do
, 1976 Ford LTD. 2 Door, you need stumps removed
white with blue top. from your yard or land
t'•
753-0576.
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24"
New, 1981 'Pon- below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips.
hoc T-1000, Call
for free estimate, Bob
$5250.00
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
FIVE MILES FROM KY. LAKE
PURDOM
OLDSMOBILE
MITCHELL BlACKTOPPING.
Commercial and residenPONTIAC
Price reduced from $12,000 to $25,000.
tial. Also patching, sealing,
CADILLAC
Owner
will sell or trade for acreage. Quitest place
and striping. For estimates
1406W. Mein
call 753-1537.
in the county. Fully carpeted, 3 bedroom house
753-5315
/
2 acre lot. Living room 16x24 with
on 11
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
Family room 12x1 2, 28x40 garage and
fireplace.
underpinning, roof's sealed,
F50. Used Trucks
work shop on first floor and living area on second
patio awnings, and house
1974 Ford Pickup. L.W.B., type roofs for mobile
floor. Portly finished, paneling and ceiling in sub
p.s., p.b. Good condition. homes. 753-1873, jack
floor in. It is wired and has good well for house
492-8502.
Glover:
and garage. Has gas heat and two septic
1977 Dodge Maxi Van, AC.,
systems.
ROOFING
P.S., P.B., carpeted, 36,
Salloap Shkoplos
000 miles. $4000. 753759-1227 or
aeroweas. AN wall
8296.
Fr••
00000t••d.
1978 Ford Van, air, cruise,
436-2423
Call 751•18.59 sr
tilt, perfect to customize.
7334381
753-4953, 759-4005.

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Quality
ServiceCo.
Modern Skeet Metal &

Poison
Control
753-7588

753-9290

CHIMNEY
DOCTOR
Chimney Sweep Service
All Types Chimneys
Cleaning and Repair

11111

Night
492-8983
Day
753 4150

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Alpinism end Vinyl
Siding, Cratere trio
work. References.,
Cell WA Ed Bailey,
753-0689.

Loyd A. McClure

MOBILE
HOME
REPAIR
Wing, flo draws, oadorplionbos, maw hNiko Moro S,windows,
also balld wen & paths.
iliadaid. how
solloWtooll

753.6973

Police
911

Service Dopertinmes
Hooting and Air Conditioning

911

T&D
Landscaping
Let Prefessienels
issakere your lawn.
Ceeiserciel sad
Residential Sea•
dseepistp gad laws
areintersereco. Megrim!.
**ON- FromPt
Sorvico, Free
Mitimfts.

Radio Cab
Company

Taxi Cab
Service
phone
753-5351
or 753-5352

GENERAL
HOME
REPAIR

Ontur
CRETIN KERWIN
CABINETS & ORM

WSUWkS
•441111011111ENJ MINIMISE
•MITS11 NOMISOM

15 years ozporisisoot carpaltry, innerote,
»Oleg, Wang, *lip
oroand lbs Maw No lob
too ma has osoloosowill „
‘sio
481!,!Mt
• Dars .

753-5940
1212 MAIN

4744276
MOTs

436-2333
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Thursday's
• Events
July 16th
District Dairy Show-4-H & FFA
5:00 p.m.-4-H Rabbit Show
6:30 p.m.—Official Opening
7:00 p.m.—Form Tractor Pull

1:00 p.m.—Kiddies Day
6:00 p.m.-4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7:00 p.m.—Demo Derby

1.)

Friday's
Events
July 17th

6:00 p.m.—Holestein & Friesian Cattle Show
•
7:00 p.m.—Mini Rod Tractor Pull

fe•o•

•ew
Saturday's
Events
July 18th

6:00 p.m.—Jersey Cattle Show
Family Night
7:00 p.m.—Horse & Mule Pull

•

10:00 a.m.—Farm Bureau Day
4:00 p.m.—Pony Pull
7:30 p.m.—Gospel Music Show

•

TT

LOREO PRINJJ

